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I. Introduction

Backgrotaid and *tory
hi recent yews, modi.dar systems of etkicationt0 provision have become increasingly
common. Many cltms are made fcc the advantages of modular provisbn. It is
thought to increase fkixbIty, abwkig response to chiming needs more oikkly
than woukl otherwise be the case. A progriunme ci study built im of relatively short
modukis is feit to increase the likelihood of attractbg students by providing easier
access, mute freiwent shcatterm rewards and a greater nunther of possible ext.
points for those who wol*1 be discouraged by the prospect of a bng, and possibly
ardums, course of study with no guarantee of success at the end of it. Ths, ki turn,
is thought to increase the motivatim of the students comerned. Along with
modulartation of the curriculum other reforms are often introduced. in particular,
changes ki the ways in which students are taught and assessed are often knplied,
I not demanded, by modular reforms.

ki Scotland, the publication of 16-18s in Swam& An Action Pim ki 1983
heralded a particularly racket bnovation in modikr provision. Tim Action Plan,
as it became kmawn, advocated the sweepim away of all the then ctment
qualifications in nonadvanced fitther education and their replacement by a unified
nabonal system of modules. Each of these modules was to be of a mitional forty
hours length and they were to be designed in such a way that they were capable
of being taken alone as freestanding wits or combined in different ways in
inoivklualised programmes of study to provide eqdvalents of the previous
qualkattns which they replaced. Assessmit of these modiks was no longer
tc be by externally set endoftourse examinations but ins to be college-based,
conthuous and criterion referenced.

The proposals b the Actith Plan were soon transformi into the reality
of the new Nationad Certificate =hales, the first of which we delivered in the
aution of 1984. The Action Plan and the National Certificate had Wien the
creatimis of tlw Inspectorate in the Scottish (Office) Education Department, but in
1985 a new body, the Scottish Vocational Educatitui Owen (SCOTIEC) was
formed to take charge of the administrathm am, further development of the
NatinniA Certificate. The catalogue of modules grew and titre are now around
25CJ coverkig mist vocational areas as well as more general educational ones.
From the first, the Nationta Certificate was concdred of as Whig at least as much
an educational kitiative as a vocationairbased tralnin initiative.

Each module is defned in a document kntrian as a module descriptor
Mich specifies tie laming outcomes which the stwkint has to achieve, the
performance crterila against which success is to be measured mid the recommended
assessment methods which can be used. In atkfition, staggestiors are made about
the content and context of tie mod*, and the teacNng methods and Wring
Woroaches which worid be most suitable.

The radical changes ki assessment promoted by the Action Plan and
enshrkied in the National Certificate were the major focus of attection in tiw frst
years of its implementation (MO, Hall int Yates, 19811', Black, Hall. Martin and
Yates, 1989). The changes in assessment were portrayed as enhancing the
learning of the studerts through providing feedback, guidance, rewards for
ac*venxint aixl hence notivation. However', it is Important to recognise that the
changes in teaching and learnbg which were bekig advocated were equally
important. Mw.h more practical, active and participatory teaching methods were
encouraged and the concept of student-centred learnirq was heavily promoted
as a way of encouraging new, efficient and, it was hoped, effective learning
strategies ki students. Naturally, this raises many questions about the learning
strategies, teaching approadvs and assessnwint methods being advocated,
their translation into practke, and about the ways that they interact with each
other.
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Alms of the project
In 1988 the Scottish Offee Education Deparbnent awarded a research contract
to the Scottish Cound for Research in Education to examine the changes in

teacNng, learning and assessnulM which the introduction of the Nattinal Certificate
had braight about The project had two broad aims whth had to be translated into
research questions. The frst of these was to undertake 'an analysis of the nature
and appropriateness of the main tealing approaches and assessment procedures
employed in colleges, with particular interest in changes in methodology arising
from the National Certificate% Closely WNW to this, was the intention to undertake
'a comparison of the leamtg strategies favoured by teachers, by students and by

employers'.
For each of these broad aims there were four sets of questions which had

to be addressed

tow that area of interest was treated ki the literature associated with the
National Certificate, and in the more general educational literature
clartcation of the way in wNch interested parties, at the poficrmaking
level, interpreted the key concepts which would be the focus of the
research
the extent to wtich those actually involved in the implementation of
teaching, learning and assessment were aware of current thinking in these
areas
finally, ami perhaps most important how far the ideas and 'aspirations' we
identified were reflected in the practice of the Nattnal Certificate

Collecting kiformation
Two main strategies were used to collect the information needed. In the first phase
of the pro*ct, the researth team undertook an intensive period of interviewing
teaching star anti students ki a rximber of cokges iiiruughout Scotland. At the
sanv time, a smaller number of interviews were held with a selection of employers
or empbyers' organisations. An of these interviews were semi-structured and
were intended to Worm the research team of current concerns in colleges and in
industry regardft the National Certificate. 'They were also important in fomiulabng
Questions for the later part of the research. The first phase of the research yielded
a great deal of illuminating kiformation.

The second phase of the research was a largescaie survey of the views
of staff, students and employers throughout Scotland. This was intended to
address questions which had been raised by our reading of the literature and to
gauge the extent of those concerns which had teen identified in the interviews. In
addition, teaching staff and employers were kwited to supply any furtter comments
on the National Certificate which they wished to make.

There are therefore three main sources of data:

the information supplied in interview by staff, students and empbyers
the quantitative data gained from the responses to tiv survey questionnaire
and the written comments which accompanied many of the returned
Questionnaires.

Ail three sources of data are drawn on in this report.

Reporting data from several sources ki this way has the advantage that
we can be ^lore sure of our findings. However, the different nature of the data
should be borne in mind when using the report The survey questionnaire data is
easily presentatge in terms of 'percentage response': it therefore yields a measure
of the strength of an attitude or perception within the peOulation. kiteiview data
and indMduat comments on questionnaires can be quantified and in this report we
sometimes report the actual numbers making a statement and sometimes use
more general tenns such as 'a few', 'some' or majority'. The important point
to recognise however is that the parttular value of these data is the insights they
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provide because they are the response to open questions. It matters less that we
know the nufters making a statenent in a repett such as this which also has the
advantage of stuvey responses.

Choice of modules
With over two and a haff thcilsarel =Wes in the current National Certificate
catalcegue, it was felt to be impractical to attempt any form of random samping
of modules. We therefore restrkted ourselves kt looldng at a nitch smaller
number of modties wi*h, it ma thougle, represented a reasonably broad range
of types of provision and was ikety to provitki examples of different teaching
approaches, assessment procedures and expected styles of learning on the part
of the students. These ranged from the acaamic to the practical and the highly
technical to others whth were more concerned wth Interpersonal skills- TheY
were also chosen on the basis that there were reasonably h4gh numbers of
students enroring for these modules in a large ntenber of centres, so that we might
expect to obtain suffic*ntly large, and widely distributed, samples. The chosen
modu*s were:

an of the Communication modules
a group of Mathematics modules which might best be described as 'mid-
range', being mtre oemanding than basic numeracy modules, but not
Nghly specialised
Practical Caring Skills (PCS) modules
Financial Record keePint (FM() modistes
a grow) of Electroiics modules which had a high practical content.

Staff who were teaching and students studyiNg ti these areas were the interviewees
in the first phase of the protect. A lama sande of staff and students from these
same modular areas comp*ted questionnares hi the second phase.

Choice of colleges
Colleges were chosen for irrluskin in the questionnate survey on the basis that
they were likely to be teacIdng at or most of these modules at the thne of the
stevey (spring 1990). Colleges were approacted and asked to prow* detais of
the numbers of staff and students who would be hwolved wfth f iese modules then.
On this basis we found 20 adleges wNch were kite* to be tewhing the chosen
modules. hi the event, mit all the coieges who took part in the survey were
teaching all the chosen modules at the time of the survey, but the gaps were few,
and al 20 colleges took part. AO mainland Regions of Scotland were represented
in the sample.

In eir.h college, all staff who were teaching the chosen rraidules were
asked to complete their qtestionnaires in a specified week hi spring 1990. One
class of students in each of the chosen mod* areas in each college was also
askedto complete questionnaires. These student questionnaires were administered
by the teaching staff concerned and returftd to us.

Sample ami response rates
Table 1.1 shows the numbers of questionnaires distributed to teaching staff,
students and employers. As can be seen, the response rates from staff and
students, at almost 80%, were encouragingly high and Provided es with reasonable
samples.

The figures for the employers' sampre require some explanation. The
employers to be included were chosen with the aid of an employers' orgatisatbn.
However, we had rei way of knowing when we sent out the questionnaires whether
the employers contacted had any twolvement at all with Nattnal Certfcate
training. They were therefore asked to complete a slate* return slip if they had no
such irwolvement for either training or recruitment purposes and, as a result, were
unable to complete the questionnaire. There were 78 stch slips were returned to
us, as were 68 completed questionnaires. We therefore have an overall return rate
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of 42%, but arty 20% of the companies contacted provided usabk information.
The employers are the smallest of the samples to be dealt with in the following

pages, and this must be borne in iThnd when reading the report.

Table l 1: Respondents to the survey

Quesbosmaires
distributed

Questionnaires
returned

Response
rate
%

Staff 511 398 79

Students 1646 1277 78

Enaloyers
-overrd 344 146 42

-usable 68 20

Outline of the report
This report has been arranged thematically. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 deal respectively

with learning, teachhIg and assessment in ttv Newel Certificate. As a

Preliminary to this research, we reviewed the Merature in each of these Irt as.

Fuller detais of this theoretical backgroked to learniig, teaching and asses 2nt

aft availabt in a previous report produced by the research team (Bink. Hal' and

Martin, 1990).
Within each chapter, we discuss the views of staff, students and

employers and examkte the differences andsknllanties between tne views oi each

of these groups. Sive no group is entirely homogeneous, we also note those

differences which exist within grows of respondents.
ft should be stressed that the timbres recorded in these chap4ers are

ptimarily based on our respondents' perceptionsof the National Certricate. We

are very limited in the extwit towhich we can relate these perceptions to what may,

or may not be the reality of National Certificate Provision. ft Is also the case that
son* of these perceptions are based on unspoken assumptiors which we feel may

reed to be challenged. Where we feel that it is aPprordate, we do so.
ChaPter 5 attempts to draw together our *efts and present our

conclusions, together with some of the implications which these might have for

teaching staff, employers, coliege administrators and policy-makem.

It might be argued that this thematic separationof karning, teaching and

assessment into separate chapters is artificial and runs the risk of overlooking the

close inks which exist between each of these areas. We hove that we have avoided

this danger and have made these links explicit enough for the reader to follow the

threuls of ttw argurnnt. An alternative structurefor the report, in which learning,

teaching and assessment were deaft with together and separate chapters
concentrated on staff, students and employers, was considered but was felt to

lead to much needless repetition. When reporting research into an innovation as

compkax and as rapidly changing as the Natkmal CerIcate, it is necessary that
some structre is imposed on the data if confusion is (Mt to MA It may be
inevitable that this structure leads to an apparent simplifeation of a complex

reality, but it is our hope that It will also lead to some clarification of the very difficult

issues involved.
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Learning In the Actbn Plan
There is considerable discussion in the Action Plan kterature about learnkot. The
three Owes which predominate can be characterised as concerns with the
content of *with& the purpose of *arming and approactes to learning.

Content
Analysis of the Action Plan literature suggests that it set out to challenge what were
seen to be sonw traditiona views of further educaticm, and in particubr an
assumption that the cordent ot the curricukun is restricted to the acquisition of
specific vocationai knowledge and skills.

Griddles on Learning and Teaching Approaches (SED 1985) identifies
five broad clusters of aims for educational programmes for post-16 education.
These are:

developing knowledge of one's self, one's community asxl one's
environment
develming skills, riming from basic numeracy and literacy to higher-
order academic and process skills
developing practical and physical skills, including those appropriate for
handlin emipment and for the expressive arts
developkig Oterpersonal, social and life skills
devebpkig positive attitikies towards life in general and towards the
learning process in pivticular.

Clearly this suggests a curriculum which is broader than a list of specific
knowledge and skills.

Purpose
The Purpose of leant% as described in ttft literature can be summarised in terms
of a ruimber of key wor& inducing 'relevance', IrarsferatulitY and "resPoosibditY.
Educatbn is seen as a preparation of lixikricuals for roles in a rvidly changing
society where they will have the ablity and movvation to adgit to new challenges.
These aims are cleirlyassociated with relevance cold wfth develoPing compete/lees
whth are transferan novel situatkvis. The responsbility of further education
to develop these skills and competences Is made clear, &though there is little
discussion of the relative roles of colleges and employers in this area.

Approaches
Throughout the literature, there is a clear assertion that certain approaches to
learnkig will result in Ow actievement of akns such as these. Partickiative leanung
approaches are suggested as the means to encanage 'the development of
independence% 'confidence can grow whim students are givei opportimities to do
things by, and for, themselves% 'motivation will depend on the extent to which
learning experiences can be negotiated'. These participative modes are
inten0d 'actively to kwoive` the student in the whole of the learning process, from
negotiation of programme choice and choice of *Luning approaches, to the use
of assessment to review progress.

As well as promoting student participation in the learning process,
emphasis is given to the devebpment of 'good study habits' such that 'students
should develop the abillty to organise their own learning'. In order to develop these
skills, it is suggested that Wirers should 'help stuckonts to analyse their learning
experiences and evaluate their own performance'. There is a clear commitment
to the notion that Ihe process of learning is more knportant that the content, and
that it is through the experience of the process that young pcople acquire the
capacity to learn for themselves'.
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Questknts on karnimig
ha me tterview study, in asked lecturers, students and employers severalbroad
questions abcot leavens. The nsponses given by studeas, staff and enpbyers
varied considerably. For many students there was a degree of puzzlementabout

the question - they had never readly thousk &me learnkis' before. Staff had
insights to uffer but their respcmses citen tenthid to drift quickly into teaching' or
'assessmenr matters. Employers had raiSkrehr atle to say about the detaffed

approaches to learnkg in classrooms. They did, however, offer a substantial
agenda of their own which centred on the purposes of learning in the vocational

training conteid. the respective roles of enOoyers and cf"ileges and the Ork ties
they wished to place on the content of lee

To give some stncture to these diverse responses we report ourfindings

in terms of the content, moose and aporoaches to learnhig described above. The

questions we address are therefore:

Colter*: What was saki about the =tent of learning?
what was the rimvloyers' PersPecllue?
was the focus identified in the Action Plan considered appropriate?
was content considered to be sufficiently flexible?

Purpose: What is considered to be the purpose of learning in further education

and training?
is there a commitrient to trakiingl
what are the responsibilities of colleges and hynployers?

Approaches: What was said about the National Certificate approach to learning?

could it be described from existing themetica? perspectives?
were the priorities identilied in the Action Plan considered aoProPriate?

were there lknitatkins on arproaches to le,ating?
what was seen as lkek to result in 'successful' learning?
were there significant group differences?
were there perceived differences hi the suitabilityof the National Certificate

for various groups of students?

Overall: What were the overall views on learning in National Certificatecourses?

The content of learning
The enployers' perspective
In interview, employes placed considerable stress on the content of whatshould

be learned. Despite the occasional statement Mie 'nobody gives a damn about

learning the Omni, there was a gener4 acceptance by employers that the
development of both knowledge awi understanding hal a role to playin vocatbnal
educator. There wie, however, a more emphatic commitment to learning in

practical tippled situations.
Many employers had a deer distinction in their minds about the kind of

teaming which took place in National Certificate ,:ourses in colleges, as against

that ki their own workbased programmes. One was 'looking to the college to
sup* the academic input, and we oirseh ,n. do the practical aspect'. Another felt

that modules provided the backgrotuid knowledge which apprentices reqtired to
imderstand the practical thins wiich were subsequently taught them hY the
empbyer. He, however, was concerned that tha knowledge input be prom*
articulated wei the practical contexts in which trakees would work.

As le. shown in rem 2.1, when in our questionnaire study we asked

emokiyers :gnat they considered to be the appropriate bakmce between theory
and p. autice in college-based and intouse training, most employers saw the latter

as slanted towards the practical end of the scale,while cofiege-based training was
seen as more oriented towards the theorebcal. Nevertheless, there appear to be

quite a few employers who think that college-based provision should be less

theoretical and more geared towards practice.

1 4
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Figure 2.1: tila :mice between theory and practice . 4 trainees' traning: employers'
ttiews
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It was thus generally accepted that the stesksth of she tmr.ege input to training was
in delivering knowledge art Imck2rstanding, but tlis would only meet employers'
needs if the theory was considered wittin approprk:re contexts. For example, cr..:
employer invraved in trainin engineers was side emphirtt that the Mathematics
component in colleges should be delivered by ergineering lecturers and not
Mathematics lecturers:

ran assure you it milts better that way. Ti..1 Maths department would teach Matt's
from a pure point of view, whereas we want It from the abolaefy appbed point of view.
The best thklg is lecturers who have been practising engineers, who were Qualified and
got the urge to go back to college and teach. A probbm occurs when you've got a
lecturer who really doesn't grasp the prcthlem. They're wonderhi at Maths and they
sometimes lust Prove to students how clever they are at Maths. But they don't teach
the students %pry much at ar

In addition to these general statements about content two employers underlined
that they evected more of vocational education than the development of theory,
understancling and practical skil4. One of these restricted this tw to YTS, whth
he felt was about behaviour and allituck which would influence the students hi their
relationships with adults at work, dealing with maple and presenthig themselves
for interview. The other took a much broader perspective. I* said that he had
traditionally looked on a course of study not orily for its academic content but as
a challenge which had to be met In his words, *a great deal in a course of study
is breasting tapes buikiing belly AM a perscm to give tem workkg stamMe.
This was something which he felt had been thminished by the introdttlion ur the
National Certificate. He felt that the open opportwity to get through the *arning
outcorres, irrespective of the !umber of chances the student had to "pass', was
not a sufficient challenge. Ns was both dermtivathig for better students and a
wealexiss hi the infommtion available to employers, who were unabt to clifferentiate
between stuttnts who had struggled to succeed, and those who had met the
challenge with merit. These issues are pursued further later.

Overall, there was a wicte range of opinion on whether skills such as time
developed in personal and social development modules (PSD), or basic skills such
as thcse in Communicaticm, shotdd be part of formal vocational education. In one
manufacturing company, communication skills were seen as knportard for all
trainees and were included as part of the college modular programm. In another
company, providing a service in the public sector, commimication skills were
developed 'after training arW were seen largely as t`v grovince of managers. But
a more extreme position was taken in relation to PSD by one commentator, who
said that he found It 'terribly insultft to tell someone-that they had to be trained
in than He felt that if there was a chdce betwen sending a stitent on a "course'
which had a high persomi and social devebtunent content (as opposed to a
practical or vocational content), or nothing at all, then from his point of view it
should be nothing at all. To an extent, this bore out the perspective of another
organisatian whiCh was keen to see an element of liberal studies, communication
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studies or general studies within vocational education, but claimed that this
broadly.based approach was acceptabk to only a smaft minority of employers.

Appropriatemss of the focus identified in the Action Plan
The topics wNch employers chose to cover are c*irly associated with the kinds

of aims identified in the Action Plan Iterature described above. To irwestigate the

extent of commitment to these priorities and to compare the views of others with

the views of employers, we asked a number of qiestionsin the questionnaire study

where responderts were asked to rate the importancetheyfelt should be attached

to certain foci in non.advanced further education, and to estimate the extent to

which they felt It was being achieved in National Certificate coleus. The results

are shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Staff, student and employer views on aspects of the 'content' of

learning

Teaching students a bt
more thwi is rowed in
Me Waft outcomes

Dembiting
probletn-soimg
skits

Deuebphg practical
which vidl be

usehil in their Meer

Maintaining competence
in basic sliMs eg
rearkng, wit* and
computation

Developing ttayeig
pone? and
determination

Staff tn-3581
Studmits tn-12031
Disallows

Staff (n.360)
Students (m.1194)
Employers

Staff (n.355)
Students (11.12031

EtrmloYers tro465)

Staff (n.3601
Sttdents (11-11961
Employers (n.62)

Staff (n.357)
Students
EMPbfera

Odin that this is
an *mortar* Motion
of nan-advanced FE

93
85

96
87

94

89

claim that the National
Certificate achieves

this in practice
S
23
54

38
60

66
68
61

66
68
63

24

36

The Action Plan iterature suggests that emphasis shouki be pieced bh several
aims whin are not kickided in most specific modular learning outcomes. Ttese

inchide, for example, attitudes and self-knowledge which are difficult to express

in the form of modtAar outcomes and other social and life skills which are included

in specific personal and social development modues butwill only be encountered

if these are part of a student's cane.
We therefore asked staff and students about the importance of teaching

more than is covered in tie learning outcomes. Both were &bar that this should
be important but oily 23% of staff fel that it was beeig acheved. A large minority

of students agrad with them. The notable exception to this was lecturers in

Practical Caring Skills who clearly had a different viewpoint on their teaching-61%
of them claimed that the National Certificate is successful in this area.

The prey other question in Table 2.1 ki which the success of National

Certifcate learning has an equally low ratkg is in the more specific area of

`08V8100ing staying power and determination'. Once again staff, and in this case

employers, considered tM to be important but, with the exception of rractical
Caring Skils staff, neitherwas convinced that itwas being nurtured bythe Natbnal

Certificate.
The problem is not uniqte to the National Ctrtificate. It is a common

criticism of systems of external accrulitation that they concentrate on tinted
areas of knowledge and skill, often to the exclusion of noncognithre skils. lt is also

wekstablished that dean adequately with these, especially in a *high stakes'

assessment context, is fraught with technical and resource difficulties as well as

6
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being highly controversild. kleed, it could be claimed Viet by offering personal and
social develownent modiks the National Certificate has gone further than most
examination systems ki trying to meet the need.

Nevertheless, these Ma suggest that tktaling with liTe beyond the
learning outcomes' is a difficulty, except, perhaps, in some subject areas such as
Practical Caring Skills where development of interpersonal skills is at tte core of
learning. Our speciiation would be that staff who me concerned might want to
ensure that each student inclixtes a personal and social develoinent (PSD)
module in his or her programme of study. Afternatively, it may be worth censiftring
(as is presently happening in some secondary schools) whether the attainment of
PSD outcomes couki be dealt with on a crossawrimgar basis, with all or some
lecturers take* responsibility for them. However, none of this would be a solution
if the content of PSO did not reflect the priorities staff and employers might have
in this area: a review of the current content might therefore be aciProPriate.

We also asked about other corderit areas such as problem-solving,
practical vocationally-oriented skills, and basic skills in realing, wrding and
computation. As can be seen ki Table 2.1, all of these were again conskiered
important. Although there vas some concern, especially amongst staff, about the
success of the National Certificate in these areas, it was not as mated as that
discussed above. The conclusbn we woutd reach is that there is strong support
amongst tecturers, students and empbyers for the kirts of emphasis identified
for the National Certificate, and with the excepttn of the personal and social skills
area discussed above, progress has been made in meeting these.

Flexibility in ccotent
A number of more specific comments were also made by employers about the way
ki which the National Certificate offered f*xbility. On the positive side, one
organisation was particularly keenen the way in which it met the needs of triinees
who, for whatever reason, eitha coukt not or did not want to complete an entire
yeaes course, but instead wished to study for a smaller number of modules in
specific areas. Another kked the flexibility as regards what can be learned. He
felt that it was easier to bring about changes ki module learning outcomes than
it had been to persuarki committees to change cour. Is leafing to the `Ordinary
National Certificate'. He also liked the flexthility of being able to klentify new
modules which would enhance his course of trainkig, or to weed out aspects which
were redinklent.

There was diversity of opinion on the extent to which this choice was
avails* to employers, or Indeed whether they wanted it. Two large employers
with substantkd training programmes c*arty had a great influence in determhng
what thet trainees stiklied. As one of them said: I have a lot of flextillity, because
I ask for it. I will look at what the trainees' neet% are, ri talk to the trOnees, and
well develop a programme that is good for them*. She said that she would kke
to be able to say to colleges °That's what we want. If you don't give it us, well go
elsewhere. In relation to this she was unhappy about colleges' insistence on
sticking to eforty-hours' k,..idertne. She said that she objected to paying for the
other 28 hours if a student was able to complete ft* course in twelve how&

Another large enterprise was aware of the possibility of negotiating
soecial programmes but tended to follow what the college wished to Provide. But
there seemed to be more of a difficulty for smaller companieJ. One respondent
felt that smaller companies in the area had found it difficult because his own
orgaris Aloft, due to size, was able to Oictate what the causes would be kke.
Smakr companies had to fit in to these courses and that had caused them
Problems. Mother organisation, representing the views of smaller companies,
felt that students had to accept what was on offer at the college. Only in cases
where an empbyer had a large number of students, or was prepared to pay over
the odds, would something special be provided for them. The introduction of the
NationEd Certificate had improved the flexibility available, but the extent to which
firms were able to take advantage of ft varied. There was some supporting
evidence for this in the questionnaire study where we found that employers with
more than 20 employees in training had a greater chance of negotiating
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programmes of study with colleges than those with less. It could be that around

20 students is the borcerfine for a viabk class and that employers with fewer than

this number of trainees oil consagently fat it more difficult to arrange for 'non-
standard' programmes, or modules which are not part of the college's normal

provision (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Degree of negotiation between employers and colleges for

empbyees' training

Degree ot negohaficsi with cobro

Response according to
number of employees

in training U*50

s20 >20

there is no negobation between the company/ 13 2
orgiiisation and the colleges vikh deliver
employees' trang

the college-based element of employees' training
is largely detemtned by the colleges Midi
deliver the trng

the college-based elemert ol einplores` Wilma
is target/ determined by empkiyers who (9%) (38%)
negohate a programme in conjunction with the college(s)

(41%) (8%)

16 13
(50%) (54%)

3 9

The purpose of learning
Were emploNrs committed to trag?
There is a widely held assumption that learning within vocational training is a 'good'

thing, and that empbyers ought to support it anyway. To a large extent this was

borne at by the data. One employer claimed that

*Over the last few years, there's a lot more coming together = certainly with the

employers and the coleges. This is a very postive tie. We spend a lot ot time with

them - quite happily spend a lot of time with them. We see it as being to our bemfit.

I Oil* ttey do, as well,'

But on the other hand there were also data which suggested that some employers

and, Weed, employees were less than enthusiastic about being invoked ki

hating. One felt that tsairees are not especially interested, particularly where

gereral studies are concerned. Another felt that the mak) impetus was to gain

Oualircations to obtain promotion. Vey little of the thecatical understanding
obtaked through study was used kl the field. Instead, he clakned that he received

ore or two telephone cigh a weekasking 'What do I need to get my ... certificate?'
He never got phone cab saying al shodd love to go on this to understarki about
Electronics, Ix understand about transmissbif. ft went on to admit that in many

cases the theory was rather superfluousand felt that many of his empbyees could

get throuph their wwking life quite haopily withoutunderstanding very much about

the basic xinciples lying behind their particular job.
The range of different perspectires on purpose can, perhaps, be

understood by comparktg the views of individuals representing three types of

organisation included in the interefiew sample. One df these Was ParticularlY

committed to vocational education developing transferableskigs within the labour

force, and preparing bdividuals better to meet the needs of rapidly changing

technology. However, he felt that - not least because of current pressures on
Scottish industry - employers would be tempted to invest only in trakiing which

would produce alVt-terM, MY SPE zinc returns. He feared that the National
Certificate, which comprised modules which he saw as vent job-specific, might

exacerbate this trend and so make training even more emPloYementred than

hitlertio.

8
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The representatives of a second organisation (one which perhaps best
represented the views of smater employers) ht an extent bore Ws out. They
claimed that vocabonal education was primrily a case of training in basic practical
vocational skills. Employers we not interested in anythtig beyixid this. Indeed.
tley claimed that not only employers but also students saw no need for trainkig
beyond the absolutely necessary mOknum. Was such as 'transferable skits' were
seen as part of an unacceptable and unmeaningful jargon which was now
becomMg associated with vocational training: I &mkt find anyone talkhg about
transferable skills - small companies don't accept tNs Organ".

But these views sere not necessarily reflected amongst the trairing
officers in the lmger companies M the sample. One argued that he was °turning
out thinking, reasoning craftsmen who can trimspose formulae if irs required in
their huiction. They can umierstand Ohm's Law and know how to trimspose in the
parttular appitations that they need to do ir. Another said that companes were
increasingly looking seriously for individuals with wder knowledge. In their training
programme they normally ktcluded two or three modules whth are not Part of the
basic requirement of the course but which cmild be gained by students who
mastered the core quickly. These modules were not a free choice for students
but represented aspects which the company felt might be of interest or value in
the future even if ttey could not be used at the present. In these cases, vocational
education and training were sill clearly oriented around the needs of the employer,
but there was some commitment to the notion that learning might kwolve the
development of transferable skills which migtft meet the needs of indiriduals as
well as those of the company. Perhaps this was best summed up by another
employer wno stated that, in principle, he felt that training ought to be relevant to
the world of work rather than the needs of particular employers. But as an
employer, he selfishly hoped that students would be taught to do the work the way
it was done in his plant 'What we are interested in is in our employees' having
specific skins for the company, and if they are transferable, all well and good
irs an added bonus°.

Responsibilities for training
We followed these issues up by posing questbris about how colege- and
workplace- based training are geared towards meeting the present needs of the
company or fts future needs, about whether different forms of provision are, or
should be, geared towards meeting the needs of the employer or the empbyee,
and also whether training should concern specific or general vocational skills.

As can be seen from Figure 2.2, in-house training provision is felt by most
employers to be fairly evenly balanced between meeting the present and future
needs of the company, while more employers feel that cokge-based training is
more geared to their future needs. Even more employers tWnk that college-based
training should be more geared to meeting their future needs.

Figure 2.2: Balance between meeting organisations' present and future needs
in fraining: employers' views
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Figwes 2.3 and 2.4 show that most employers felt that Th-house traintg was

slanted towards provide* specific skills appipriate to the convany and meeting

the reeds of the employer, We* coNegebased trainel had a greater emphasis

on slat spropriate to the generte wirki of work and meeting the needs of the
employee. There c*arlywere some employers who felt that collegebased training

shoW be not geared towards providing skills appropriate to the company and

meeting the needs of the employers, but it is worth mating that there were few
extreme resPonses as regards what the colleges do, aft should do. Most
employers, In fact wear quite happy that there should be abalance between the

general and the smcific and batmen the needs of the employeeand the empioyer.

Figure 2.3: Balance between specific and transferable skills in training:

emplorrs' views
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Figure 2,4: Balance between meeting employers' and employees' needs in

training: employers' views
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Overall, Verefore, despite some misgivIgs about me commitment of trainees to

training. and a suggestbn that small employer3 in particular are sceptical about

the value of training other than that which tes their immediate basic needs, there

is evidence here that there is a perceived market need for the skills and
competences nurtured by the National Certificate. In-house training and college-

based training were both seen as having an important role to play. 3 is to tie way

in weich learning should take place in such educational and training programmes

that we now turn.
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The ltatkmal Certificate ftpreinas to learning
The relations10 of ;ream to the" perspeciim
Both in the kterview study and kr ow questionnakes we tried to use constructs
from the existing keratin mi learning (Bleck et 40 1990) to untkirstand how
learnkig took place in National Certificate courses. We Wetted three main
%miles of theories about *aiming kt the aerate. Rationalsr theories Vend to
stress the kmateness of knowlecUp and mithe use of notions of general abty.
'Associationtsr theories, ki contrast, see the learner as an woe/vessel leto which
particular tens of knowledge cisi be poured by way of experience of the world.
in tetween these, tonstnetivisr theories see lievnim as a process of generafising
rules and ccacepts from the raw data of expoience, in our reseirch g became
clear that the language of learnkig theory was not the Noma franca of the grows
we interviewed. Although we were able to idtettify aspect of !echoer dkpcussion
which coukl be explained in terms of some theoretical tanthepirmings, we felt that
to do so was not truly to reflect the way in which learning' was dealt with by our
respondents.

The one exception to this cane in ckscrOtions of scene aspects of
earning M what was clear* a rationalist tam of thinkin. Thus, for example, in
cor inteariews two Mathematics lecturers siid that

'Mathematics seems to be a subject where some pewle have the Jibs* to do quite
mil at it, fairly naturally, cdher people seem to have a problem ... I think irs something
fundamental in the nahwe of the subject.'

'Mathematical ;MO is somethiig you inherit.°

Similarly, one Electronics lecturer spoke of Electrtmic fautefmding as 'an instinct'
although teachkig was thought to be necessay to enhance learning.

To test the hypothesis that responses cosid be categorked as making
'associatiorisr or sconstnxeivisr assumptions abed the learning

process, we devised a set of question items which reflected common assumptions
associated with these theories of learning. These gent were included in the
Questionnaires for the teachkg staff, students and erne/Dyers. Factor analysis
was used on the restitirg data to deternine whether there were consistent sets
of attitudes, rdecting different views on the nature of teaming, arming the
resporiants.

The resters of this anleysis stemested that it was not posstile to
eategoriee either empkeyers or students in this way, at least not using the data
generated by our questirm items. However, a set of items which refkicted
'rationafisf assumptions did serve to distinguish between leavers, some of whom
believed in the InnatanesC of chitty and sone of whom did not. This befief that
abty is somehow irmate is a Say feature of tho e therxies which we classified
as arationarisr. *Dose who adopted a rationaht pet weave were less ikely to think
that learning had improtese through the introducdon of the Mb* Certificate.
They we also kiss gtely c uskq studentcentred teaching methods and to
think that lie perelOved relevance of learnktg is a sane of motivation.

Most aaff heid views which were not strongly eationafisr, but we did find
that the attitudes of staff varied accordirs to which subject theytaught Ccenpared
to other groups, Maths teachers teneed to beileve more in this view of learning;
Communication, Financial Record )(emote (Mk) and Prielical Caring Si& (PCS)
teachers bdieved in ft to a fcr lesser extent Electronics staff tended to adopt a
position midway between the twe.

It may be that these Oferences, especially those between Maths and
PCS, sknply refiect the vexations of teathers of different suleects, with Maths
teacters needing their students to arrive at coflege Oh a greater degree of
previous knowledge of the subject than is the case with PCS teachers. It may also
reflect the difference between an 'academic' and intellechee subleet be maths
and a much more cexperientiar and Interpersonal' subject lite PCS where the
Quality of relationshios between individuals is et the core of the subject, and may
be expected to be refheeed in the teachers' fret views on what their relationships
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with their students should be like. In general, however, our finding was that icleas
based on theories of learning had only a limited usefulness in helping us to understand

how lecturers, employers and students describe the learning experience.

Perspectives on 'Action Plan priorities'
Mother way to expkwe attitudes to hawing was to ask about attitikies to some of the
specifc approaches to learning described in tiv Action Plan literature. in the
questionnaire study we asked students, lecturers and employers a set of questions
about the importance of allowin students to learn at thew own speed, take
responsthiity for twit own learning and learn how to learn. They were also asked
about the extent to which they felt that learning in count.; leading to the National

Certificate nurtured theSe aspirations and competences. The results are shown in

Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: The extent to which staff, students and employers regard approaches
to learning as important in the National Certificate

The National Certificate mothries

am students to go *lead Invortant
and team at their own speed true of NC

help students to be more anportant
confident what they do true of tic

midte studerts responsible knpatant
for their own learning true of NC

help students leam how to important
learn true of NC

encourage students to be important
aware of the ways in which true of

they learn best

Staff Students Einoloyer s

86 82 86
54 50 66

94 91 96
53 63 74

88 84
4 b 71

93 83 91
33 56 58

92 87 91

32 54 51

(n = 358) in = 122C 'm = 65)

It is clear that without exception staff, students and employers attached considerable

imPortance to these aspiratkins. Inevitably perhaps, many of them felt that National
Certificate courses were not entirely satisfactory in develoPing students in these
ways. There were, howenr, significant differences in the extent of the difference
between aspiration and perceived reality.

In general, lecturers were the least optimistic about National Certificate
courses, and piwticulany about their success in helping students to learn how to learn

and to take responsibity for their own learning. Students were more opthnistic about

this and they were more likely to claim that they were responsible for their own
learning. Employers were generally the most optimistic about tiv extent to which
National Certificate courses were successful in meeting these goals.

Limitations on approaches to learning
rt is interesting to note that both staff and students indicated that for them the kind

of 'learning' which took plwe in formal education was somewhat restricted. Lecturers

drew attention to the considerable emphasis on passing examinations and one
questioned whether dis neceSsarily resulted in true learning;

'We seem to get fairly good pass rates - and I think that's what SCOTVEC's after, a good

pass rate I don't kw* whether they are actually retaining the knowledge

r)
I



A sknilar stance was taken by one student who asked, *who says you learn?* For
this student, learning' appeared to be a process you went Waugh without pinkrg
anytidng. Similarly, another student feft that very Me ems reputed to get the
IMaths) mdule. He cosidered this to be an impetftert forthose who might need
to use the Maths at a later date but who wotAd not be able to because they had
only been *storing, not learnirlr.

In the view of some lecturers, learnitv in the context of formal education
could not be entkty the responsibilty of the stucknts. One Mathematts lecturer
felt that learning was somethkig stuftnts *had done for them", aknost on their
behalf. For some lecturers, there seemed to be a division rd responsthility for ft*
process of learnthg. The initial stages of lean** consisted of an expert starting
the novte off, by *giving* the student the knowledge they required to be able to
go further under thee own steam, lt was not a case that students should not be
responsible for their own learning, more that tivy could not be.

There was also a feeling amckig some staff that the assessment system
encouraged students to take a very passive approach to learning which involved
little effort on their part:

°Studwits, more thm they used to feel, feel that it is up to me, the teacher, to pass
them. That somehow the onus is on me to put bcks m boxes and not upon them to
satisfy me in orckt that I put a tick in the box.*

°Students can get to the stage where they teei that they do not need to work, the system
will pass them anYwri."

Not ail students 'chose' their partcular method of learnk% - some had spoon-
feeding nethods firust upon them because, due to limitations such as the time
available, that was the only way the lecturer cot*I see their being able to complete
a module. ki other cases it was simply a matter of using methods which were felt
appropriate for the maiority of students. Furthermore, some staff felt that many
students needed confidence to be atile to work on their own and it was important
to them to have someone who didn't make them resposibk for 100% of their
teaming. They felt that some mature students coming back into education after
many years away from it may have backed off at the prospect of having to take
on too much responsibility of this kind when they had mane simply for a taster.

ft some respondents doubted whether it was apcogriate for students to
take responaiilty for their own *liming, then they are in conflict with one of the
fundamimtal tenets of ft* Action Plan. As noted above, much enphasis is placed
on developing students' capacity to learn how to learn' and to take greater
Personlg responsibtity for lean*ng. Clearly there are some staff, and some
stuckirits, who for variois reasons shy away from this. However, jist because
these aims are felt to be kiappropriate for some students who have only just
entered (or reentered) the further education system, it does not mean that they
are any less wortivhile as longer-term Ors. There does seem to be a suggestion.
in some of the kiterview responses, that there are those who feel that, because
students cannot do these tNngs straight away, there is little point in trying to
develop them. This is clearly wrong. However, we had no indication from the
interviews how widespread these views were.

Factors seen as likely to result in 'successful' learning
Notwithstandhg these practical limitations on cttrice, we nevertheless wanted to
know what was seen as Ike* to lead to 'successful' learning. By far the most
commonly-mentioned factor was the motivation of the student. One ktcturer
claimed that this was:

"The best thing to help them learn_ A shident who is itterested in what he is doim will
leam - You gin him the project and he gets on with it. Al the other end of the scale
- and it can be in the same class -there's the Kmmohvatedi person [whomi you've really
got to watch over and lead him trough a lot of ft.*

As already said, mature students were identified by several lecturers as having a
different attitude to their work. One aimed that 'the older age group seem to be

Learning
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really well motivated'. Tlis was seen as wising from thee havmgchosen to come

to college to study, either for a qualfication for specific employment they have in
mket, ce became they have missed out on their eadier education, or platy out of
interest. Many tchaers thought the younger students oily viewedcollege as a

moms to im end is certificate) or as a ticket to the nod stage of the fmal
Qualification that they needed, mid were not generally interested or involved in the

work itself.
The employers added another perspettive which was not voiced by

lecturers. They felt that motteation was not just a function of differences amongst
students. iNfferences amongst lectinrs and in ttm way colleges dealt with

students sere aMo importing.
One employer, in particular, was concerned about what she saw to I* the

task.cented nature of much mochilar teaming. She felt that the main enpetus in

many classrooms was to get ttrough the module, and that in some cases this took

precedence over any consideration about sttuksits' motivation. In her experience,

however, the extent of the problem varied a:cording to the teachers style and

personality.
The saw enployer unitrllned what she saw as the need to develop

motkiatbn by givirg students tformatbn. She identified one cottage as being the

only ort which sent rem& progress reports on traktes:

in other colleges, it is abysmia& I screw at colleges. bi one ccdlege. I don't know how

many phone cds we mast have made maybe twenty - wet slew visits. And l have not
had one report for a trainee in a year. This is sick. You ck) nc4 motivate trainees by
not teting them what theYve achieved, or not letting them see what the)Ne still to
Whale,

For her, motivation was central to good teacheg practice. Once the teacher had

establlshed that he or she was interested in the individual students, then it would

become much easier to get them to learn.

Dfferences within grows
Up to this point we have largely assumed that students, staff and empbyers were
kternally homogenous grams. There were, however, sigrOficant differences

withki these groups which are potentially important in temseives.
Overall, we found statkiticafiy significant differerces between teaching

staff in differs* subject areas in the exteit to witch they felt that National

Certificate teachirg was a source of motivation. PCS staff were mist hely tothink

that teachkg in the National Certificate =dieted their students and Electronics

staff least likely to thir* this. Nee was, however, no comparable evklence from

stu&ints. We found no statistically sgnificant differences related to the module

being studied.
There were significant differences amongst certain types of student as

to whether they thaght that being responsible for tteir own learnhig was
important. Those studyirg modules became of alfTS scheme tended to think that

beim responsige ice their own learning was het important, as did thosewho wire
studying in orckbr to het with their current job or because their enolover said theY
had to. Students who were taking modules as preparation for gokig on to
advanced courses were sgnificantly more kely to claim that takkg responsibility
ftx theW own learning is important. Tlxse under 16 arui those of 25 and over were
more likely to think that learniig at their own speed is knportant and ttose over
25 were most lately to think that modukts should help them to ton how to learn.

The tterview data Ms° suggested that mature students were the most
likely to see 'personta responsibilltY and learning to learn aspkations as
important. This was striking M one (Electronics) class. One of ti* school leavers
said that he was not as motivated as ttt mature stialents. He was further be hkld

in nis work. Sometimes the mature students helped hh as he I:rid notreally know

what he was (tang. The others, having finished what was requked for the module,
were keen to solve Met own problems, such as mewing a car raclio.

There were also statistically signifkant differences amongst the overall
staff views in colleges. Those comerned with student learning, together with the
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rank order of the six most 'positive' colleges out of the 20 sampled, are shown in
Table 2.4 (colleges are referred to by numbers assigned by the research team).

Tat* 2.4: Colleges where staff were most positive towards student learning

Statt Rank order of colleges college rekrence matters)

agree that NC gites students

st Znd 3rd 4th 5th 6 VI

saw tor usong their own ideas '1 4 18 19 5 3

Wee dot NC enoOtragee students
to work things out kr themselves 18 20 10 1 11 14

agree that NC demands mom
dun memory bum the she:lents 10 1 18 14 20 4fittie)

tit* that NC has improved ways
skate/its go abaft leanini 7 1 23 10 18 8/11 0101

claim to use fled* leaning
methods 18 20 10 6 7 17

claim to use Open lemma
methods 19 1 20 6 7 17

ttynk that modules akwt students to
progress et thee own speed

19 20 5 1 11 10

.40Beite reference numbers

There were also several closely related sigi*ficant differeoces between coltges
with regard to a number of 'teaching' variables (see neid chapter). Taking these
together with the present 'learning variables it was apparent that there were
consistent differences between colleges ki their reaction to the changes wrought
in teaching and taming by the National Certificate. Four colleges in particular -
numbers 1, 10, 18 and 20 - stood out as being particularly positive. bi Chapter
5 we speculate on why this might be. Here we can note that the empbyer Quoted
above may be right to think that there are note* differences between coltges.

Figure 2.5: Suitability of NC modules for varbus grows of students
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Differences i) the suitability of the National Certificate for certain

stuthnts
One area kl WhiCh we hypothesised that there might be differences was the
weal,* of National Certificate modules tr students of different backgrounds
and different attainment levels. Figure 2.5 shows the extent to which staff,
students and employers felt that National Certificate modules were suitable for

various groups of studerts.
The fest important finding from this s that there was clear general

agreement that the National Certificate was nibble for all but afew students it

was seen to meet the meads of 'middle' and lower' Makers. Yrs students, mature
students, dayrekrase students and furi-bne students. It was only* ere 'potential
Nth fifers' and 'students intend% to progress to advanced courses' were
cc:awned that suitably bees= an ism. Ft/therm:ire, although there was a
very clear majority of staff, students and empbyers who had doubts about its
suitabilty for 'high there, it was cxiyr tcturers who eye concernedabout its role

in meeting the needs of those who intended to pmgress to advanced courses.
Further insights into the reasons behind this were gained from the

interviews. Some of These reasons related to kernktg and some toassessment
(see Chapter 4). For exam*, there was concern that the lack of grading may be
*motivating for higley attainers and there were also reservations about the
extent to wtich the hiormation on attainment was appropriate for the needs of
students who wished to proceed to higher level courses. Staff also gave some
reasons as to why they fett that low achievers' and 'mature students' had
benefited. tow achievers' had gakied because of %that were seen in other
contexts as the faults of the system, ie that ewes relatively undemanding, it divided

things up into eaardigested chunks, provided remediation and generally 'nursed'
them thrtegh. Mature students gained because of the increased motivation they

were seen to bring with them ft was almost as if they were seen as a group of
highly motivated, questioning students who would traiticend the Imitations of the
system, and who were motivated by the desire to learn and did not restrtt
themselves to simply collecting leamkig outcomes:

*There's not the self discipline, oartfcliarty in the ymmger ones. I like mature students
because they seem ki be more motivded.'

*Nature students are motivated becatsel they want to get it together. Own are
motivated] because they don't want to end up Idoing) remedatim on a Wechesday
afternoon.*

I think ifs taken the stress and strain off the hardworking but not veryable students ...
tfink they have been able to see that they can work hard and pass ... whereas before

if they weren't very able, they could work hard all year and fail the exam ... I think it's

a good system for that type of student'

Several reasons were given for the perceived inappropriateness of National

Certificate for students of stth abfey. These kiclude: the inadequacy ofNational
Certificate modules to prepare these types of student for going on to advanced
courses; the idea that modules cid not present the necessarychallenge which was

Part of the hidden curricuhen arel which demotkiated the better students,
particularly in respect of get lack of grading; and tte assertion thatthe National
Certificate was 'sin* not siitable' for the higher-abiety stmlent.

We had no information on the previous attainments of the students who
completed questiormaires but we lid know the reasons they gave for attending
college. Hence we exelored the extent to which students planning to progress to
adrdnced comes held views which were significantly different from other

students- The resift did hot suOPort the viewsof the staff. There were signifeant
differences in the extent to which they thought that 'makbig students responsible
for thtir own learning' and tetilm students to develop study skills' wereimportant.
Students taking modules as 'preparation for goeig on to a moreadvanced course'
were more likely to think them important than students taking modules for other
reasons. As to whether the National Certificate actually prepared students for
going on to advanced courses. those students taking modules forthis reason were

PS
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more likely to think thai they did prepare them. Staff, on the other hand, did not
feel that this was the case. Thus it woted appear that, wigs staff and employ=
made statements to the effect that the National Certificate was unadtable for
hsger abilly students in some aspects, the views of the correspondkig group of
students differed in this respect

Overall views on lemming
The obsenrations which staff made, both ir inteneews and in written comments on
the questionnaire, suggested the full range of overall reactions, as to the effect
of the Natimal Certificate col learning. First of afi there were those who welcomed
tie changes without quaification, or who felt that the benefitc clearly outweighed
the disadvantages:

'Students enjoy the chalLrge of finding answers for themeives once they hinie been
shown the mist eftecbie way to do this and they have gained enough confidence.*

'These learnum methods do. I think, tend to make the 19=4 process more enjoyable
far students and help ttuni leas.. how to team, how to work with others, etc. i am not
convinced, however, that they trill* learn and remember as much about the subject
matter as they woidd if thin was an end exam.*

For others, who had more negative views, ft was hot necessarily the case that they
disagreed with the prOiciples involved: often it was rather that there were felt to
be practical difficulties which prevented full implementation:

'The princnies ot Natimal Certificate modules and the 'nontraditional' methods are
highly effective in promoting efficient teaming. However, 0* practical implementation
la( s behind these ideas.'

*I think I understand and vpreciate all the benefits of a studerd-centred approach. Not
akvays possible within the confines of curriculum and resources.'

Finally, there was also a further group of teachkig staff who felt that the approaches
to learning advocated in the National Certificatt were simply not appropriate for
some of their students:

'Student-centred learning can be very eff ective but only with those stuckmts who are
selknotivated at the outset.'

'Few students can figure things out for themselves. I am afraid they have to be told
what to look for when they do an experiment'

Of the staff, 61% who completed our questionnaire hal been teaching in further
education bet= the introduction of the National Certificate. To obtain a more
precise quantitative measure of views tz, .arning they were asked whether they
thought that the National Certificate hat. .proved the way in which students go
about learning-41% felt this to have been the case, 19% felt that there had been
no change and M% thought that it had deteriorated. These overall figures mask
wide differences in the reixtions of staff in different subject areas, as Table 2.5
shows:

Table 2.5: Changes in students' approaches to learning: views of experienced
staff

Commiematkin Maths PCS FRK Electronics

Improved 47 26 80 44 28
Deteriorated 29 42 0 38 59

(n . 90) (ti . 5,3) (n . 15) (n . 34) (n = 32)

('No change' and 'Don't Mae categories omitted)
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We can see that there was a very positive reaction amongst Practical
Caring Skits staff, and much more negative reactions amolist Electronics and
Maths staff. This was consistent with other differences between subjects which
we found.

It is also important to note that the °yr:4 staff response was vetY
different from that of empkoers who were altogether more positive. When
emOoyers were rited the same question. only 8% felt that the aPProaoh to
learning had deeriorated and 60% felt Nit it had improved; 18% felt unable to
weaver the question.

Whether these inferences reflected some lecturers' univillkigness to
change, empbyers' lack of detaied knowledge of the learning environment or
different priorities attached 1:: earning by the tvw) groups, is difkult to know. Two
things, however, are clear the sample of staff responding to our qtaistionnaire was
evenly divided in their overall appraisal o; leaning in the National Certikate and
the sample of employers was much more positive.
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Teaching in the Action Ran
The Action Plan (SED 1983) made relatively few references to teaching but the
invIications of what was said were profound. IDidactt' approaches on their own
%ere deprecated and instead a range of teaching styles was advocated

It is inpmtant that the cadent of dm modules is not *devoted as only the aupisition
of kiwoledge, *Ice this view commonly leads to a ddactic woroach to leading and
teaming A wide vanety of approaches to teachingwill therefore be retAired in order
to cover the range of obiectives isted in each module. (pare 4.10)

Subsequent documents expaided on the styles of teaching considered appropriate.
Methods whth include working alone, in pairs and ki groups were advocated.
Discussion, debate, practicaiwork, case studies, projects, assignments, simulatices
and work experience were suggested. Greater emphasis was to be given to
studentcentred *win, to heuristt methods, to motivating students trough
closer attention to their individual needs and to developing a constructive
relationship between asseisment and teaching.

Questions on teaching
Much of rxr interview data concerned the types of teaching methods that were
used in teachkig modules. in particular we discussed the changes in teaching
methods that had been brought about by the introduction of the Natimal Certificate
with its emphasis on student-centred learning, art the appropriateness of these
changes for the various user groups. These issues were the ones we chose to
focus on in our questtinnaire study:

StWent-centred learninjr What has been the impact of student-centred
learning?
Teaching methods: What teaching methods were being used by lecturers?

has the introduction of thP l':ational Certificate resulted in a change in
teaching methods?
what influences lecturers' choice of teaching metivds?
what are employers' views of teaching in the National Certificate?
what are students' views on the nwthods that are used? - are tivy the ones
they learn most from?
did respondents thkik that teaching methods had improved?

The mkt of assessment What role does assessment play in the teaching
process? - does it support or act as n constraint?

Student-centred learning
Very few staff claimed not to be using studentcentred techniques and almost two-
thirds claimed to be usim them `to a large extent'. However, our kitervOw data
clearly suggested that 'student-centred learning' was interpreted rather loosely
by many staff. At or* extreme it seemed to be no more than a conscious effort
to meet stuckmts reeds. Others went further and descrbed approaches requiring
greater kivolvement of stuftnts in the learning process and this progressed
through to a total devolution of responsibirity to the student. in this last case,
responsibility for learning was seen as being on the student's shouklers, and the
teacher assumed the ret of classroom manager or facilitator of the student's
learning.

There was also a difference in the extent to which staff considered
student-centred learning to be an innovation. One member of staff had completely
changed his approach to teaching (and his view of what learning was about),
because of the studentcentred appropch of the National Certificate. Rather than
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`dragging things out of them' he now thought that °the students bnng things to the
lessons*. in contrast to this, one lecturer said I thought the National Certificate
was a writirgi down of what Maths teachers, in all places, hate been doing for years
... Maths teaching has been studentcentred for 100 years".

Lecturers were highlycommitted to the principles behind student-centred
learning. In response to a set of questions in whth they were asked to indicate the
degree of importance attached to enabling students to work at their own speed,
use their own ideas and work things out for ttemselves, BO% were at the positive
end of the spectrum.

It was clear that there were significant differences between staff teaching
different modules as to the degree of importance they gave to student-centred
learning. PCS staff were most positive about it. However, staff in all subjects were
ess comrinced that tte National Certificate actually nurtured these skills, with only
26% thinking that it did so.

Some of the reasons for staff support of studentcentred learning, and
some of the reservations they had about its working in practice,were provtled by
comments written by staff on the questionnaire. A few staff offered it an almost
unqualified welcome:

"Student-centred learning is a great step lorward and proving very etfective. The
modular provision has increased the need for resource-based learning and is of great
benefit to students."

However much they agreed with the principles ofstudent-centred learning, others
felt that there were practical difficulties which prevented its full use. Principally
these difficulties were time and resources:

think that student-centred learning is the most eff ective apeffoach but it is very difficult
to implemeM in the time allowed for a module, especially with al the summative
assessments recsared wider the new module descriptor Ifor CommunicationV

'Menthe modules began, I used student-centred learning, students working in groups
and working at their own speed. Now that the Communication requirements have
changed in the last year, I have had to revert to whc4e-class teact*ig!

wcs4d use a studertcentred approach more often if class size allowed it.*

A furtIvr group of staff felt that student-centred leantng was inappropriate for
students who lacked either ability or motivation:

'Some stuckants espenence difficuty *ith btudent-centred learning) as tin are not
always able to work Mew:Wendy to discover information. Others see it as an exercise
where they can do ittle work and thus have to be monitored closely. Mature students
adapt to tis approach much more really and conscientiously!

'The grottos I normally deal with do not hate the ablityto deal with these op:aches.
There is a common myth among educational theorists that the low ability groups MI
magically respond to a system which slows them to make their own ikcisions, with
the teacheritutor acting as a guide/facilitator tor whatever thecurrent jargon is). What
happens in reality is that very little teaming takes place. Astudent once said to me When
are you going to teach us something?"

it is worth noting that the extent to which studenttentred learning was felt to be
being accomplished within National Certilicate courses varied amongst colleges.
This question was one of the variables which differentiated the most and
least 'positive' colleges from the others. There .tas also a related groo of
variables in which the same colleges were also positiveabout the extent of team
teatning, flexible and OW learning, collaboration between colleges, and the
adequacy of national and regional guidelines. AO of these variables imply suebbrt
from the coaege administration for their implementation. This suggests that
stmlentcentred learning is more likely to succeed in situations where an
infrastructure has been established to support it.

3
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Teachkg nuthods
Sttglentcortred learning is best thought of as a general irktcti* on which to make
ckicisions about dudent and staff roles in the teachblg amd learnthg process. But
behimi this prkx.ipht Des the more wok matter ri how teachkqg actually takes
place. Our initial interviews and ow analysis of the keratin suggested that a wide
range of methods is associated wfth National Catlicate teaclft.

In the questionnaire study, both staff and sbitnts win given a list of
methods (see Table 3.1) and asked to give an estimate of the Med to which they
are used. Perhaps the most obviousfinding from Ws Is the wide variety of teaching
methods which are ck.:died to be in common use by both groups. It would have
been very strange if 'work experkInce, 'teaching cutside the classroom' and
'visitors from outside' had as large a part to play as group work or indeed teactung
the whde ckss together. However, It would have raised serious questions abc4it
National Certificate tenhhIg meetktg the aspirations of the Action Plan g they had
not featured as both staff and students agree that they do.

Table 3.1: Staff and shoient claims for the frequency of use of teaching methods

Perceidages GI staff teathilg nach module and students shadying each module On brackets) who claimed that teaching methods Imre
used lo a lege Went' cc Vert ot the tele'

toscher teaching whole doss
tolather

students wonting or discussing in
11f414WPars

team !sadists Os two or mom
teachers is the dims sharing
the teeching)Insd1

*am students to work
through the course on their aws
ead at their gm speed bud)

Otani
%

T S
85 MU

89 051

00 (13)

162 OW

Cana
06

T S
86 1941

99 (84)

7 0)

62 (61)

Maths
Ii

T S
79 (82)

71 (401

13 (18)

65 011

PCS
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T S
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100 1931
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37 MD

MK
It

T S
86 (83)

83 (5C)

18(16)

69 1703

Elect
li

T S
91 1981

86 (513)

7(171

531501

wet exPerienat Oar Whine 23 011 18 UV 6 1134 92 MD 18 (13) 12 (14)
students)

teaching outside the classroom 30 n n 37 1231 7 t63 72 (54) 26 (6) 2 (5)
teisits, atcl

visitors tram outside college 28 0 Si 36 1143 3 (4) 75 (53) 22 (3) 2 MI
coming inte the demean

* sicrk 67 1731 51 (71) 4 7 1401 93 191) 91 tra 98 (89)

projects cr assignments 90 1733 97 1931 81 1431 se i923 86 (58) 86 (81)

sinaetioas of role play 51 1277 80 156) 7 (8) 75 (56) 48 1103 7 IQ

wile diagnostic assessment 166 ND 71 04) 70 09) 69 08) 52 194 60 1841
to help students b idently
strengths and weaknesses bud)

34111226) n 13812114) It a 73 WM n.39f223J n 50(241) n..41f260,

Apes ii itilcs we not statistic* signicard st the 0.01 feet

There were significant differences in the extent to which staff clakned to be using
methods recommended in the Action Plan literature. PCS teaclyrs clakned the
highest use of such methods and Mathematics teachers the least However, a
cat* amount of coot* must be exercised in kderpreting this foncbg. The
appropriateness of methods will vary from subject ta subject as wiD thek exact
meaning (an assignment in Mathematics may be a very different thing from an
ass*nment in Priztical Caring Skills).

Perhaps more important is that there we several areas in which staff and
students made different claims. Overall, staff said that (rejects or assignments,
group work, and teachin the whole class together were the three modes of
teaching which they used to the greatest extent. ln contrast, tt was the students'
view that the methods used most often were whole class teachiq, using
assessment for thagnostic purposes and practical work. The disagreement about
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diagnostic assessment was common to all sub*cts and is discussed at greater
Wigth below but is probablyatiributab4e. at least in part, to different understandings
between staff and students. The disagreement about group work was, especially
ki the case of Maths and Fmancial Record Keephge much greater.

Fussy, k is worth notklig that there wis a significant difference amongst
colleges in the extent to whth staff claimed to be using the kkids of method
recommended in the Actbn Plan. The colleges which were most and least likely
to be using these methods were frequently those same cdleges whth ckilined to
be using studentcentred approaches most and least as discussed above.

Changes ki teaching mettod
The use of this variety of methods rrgght of course not be new. We tried to measure
the effec*s With the NationiA Certificate itself has had h two ways. First we asked
staff to etimate the extert to which they used ton-tradittnar approaches on a
variety uf courses trey might have taught We then asked them to indicate the
extent to which they felt that they used the various methods more or less now than
they had in their teaclOng of non-advanced courses prior to the National Certificate.

It is clear from Table 3.2 that staff claimed that they used ton-traditimar
approaches nth more in National Certificate teaching than in any other types of
courses. In some cases, and partkularly Standard Grade, the data must be
interpreted with caution as there are relatively low numbers of staff who have had
experience of teaching them. But what is interesting is that two thOtls of staff had
taught nomadvanced courses prior to the National Certificate and 80% of these
claimed to be using 'nori-traditionar methods at least to some extent more than
they had previously.

Table 3.2: The extent to which staff said they used 'non-traditionar teaching
methods in the areas in which they taught

to a laige
start

to some
extent

only very
seidom

not
at

Nationai Certificate (n*359) 65 30 4 1

nonadvanted further education courses ono( 35 41 18 6
to National Certificate tn228)

advwced courses leg WC. WO) tn.172) 29 37 22 14

SCE ccoases10 and H) in2091 16 42 27 13

SCE Standard Grade in-471 26 26 7 40

English exam boards 10 and A levek) 0.75) 17 25 21 33

Lecturers' responses about the extent of chew in individual teaching methods
showed a clear decrease in the use of *to* class' teaching and corresporxiing
imeases in the use of other teaching methods such as were recommended by
the original Action Plan and subsequent guideline documents (Table 3.3).

There were few differences attributable to subject and tly.se could to a
large extent be explained by the nature of tlw sub*cts themselves. 'Simulations
or role Play', in oartittgar, are unIkely to be appropriate ki modules such as Maths
or Electronics, and this probably accounts for the low use of them reported by
teachers in these areas. FinanCial Record Keeping and Electronics teachers
reported particularly high increases in the use of practical work.

Influences on lecturers' choice of methods
In ow interviews, several lecturers made it clear that they still saw a place for the
teacher to be standing in front of the class telling them things. Indeed, very few
of the staff who were inteMewed could be said to have abandoned traditional
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Table 3.3: The extent to wfich staff said they used certain teaching nwthods
more or less than they did prior to the introduction of the National Certificate

teacher

use this
MOM !IOW

whole class 1

use this
the ume

36

use ffis
less ftav

62

We'
used this

0

n 205

teaching
together

students working or discussers m 68 27 1 4

roues/Pain

tewn tenet** lie two or nue 16 12 12 60
teachers in the class shame
ate teaching)

students to work 57 23 4 14
the course on Vet ow

and at their own speed

work experience nor full-time 12

studerts)
18 8 62

tear-1ft outside the classroom 20 33 18 30

Mszta residential. etc)

visitors from outside college l 6 34 13 36
coming into the classroom

metal work 43 40 6 11

projects or assignments 71 24 3 2

stators or role play 38 29 5 29

uskig &agnostic assessment 38 44 6 12
to herd students to iderdify
strengths and weaknesses

'chalk and talk' methods altogether, arti few wistv3d to. Rather it seemed that they
now drPw on a wider repertoire of techniques in their teaching. What was it that
determbed lecturers' choice of methods?

For at least some staff, more traditional didactic approaches were
included in their teaching repertoire because 'variety* was seen as an important

end in itself:

'I think they like a varied approach, I think that's the thing

For others, didactic approaches had attrntions because they were seen as
economic ways of teaching:

'For me to give individual talon to 20 students in book keeping I thkik is quite difficult
... the two mimges spent shaving them something on the board can save an awful lot.'

Much more common were those comments which suggested, not that 'non-
traditional' teaching approaches ftre inappropriate, but that therewere diffeutties
which prevented them being empbyed to the full. There nre sonv staff who felt
that the descrbtors were too prescribed and left tl*m little freedom of action:

'The mcst unattractive feauire is the necessity to adiere to rigid guitiefines which allow

little scope for imaginative teaching.*

It was not made clear to us where these 'rigid guidelines' originated. Certainly, the
descriptors themseives contain only 'suggested approaches to teaching.

For other lecturers it was a lack of time and resources whth constrained
their teaching. The 1vorkbart which detracted from teaching was characterised
by some staff as primarily 'administrative' while for others ft was more clearly
identified with the assessment system, which seemed to be operating counter to
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leading' In two %Ms: first hY taking up class tint Om redwing the amount of
time evadable tor teaching*, art second by occupying teathers' time with
paperwork;

luggested teachinvlearnmg approaches are pedagogically smut but resources are
needed to enable such methods to be sztaactordy implemented both in terms of
staffing and mated*"

Ihe stress kW upon 'testing" evident at the outset when the witch to modiges wits
made in the mideightes seems to hate Wooreesed, leaving idle leeway for leaching":

Them is probably scene truth in these comments but it must be sad that they came
from a minority of staff ki each case. There is always a cost involved in innovation,
Mho* this is often offset by savings in time and resources elsewhere. The key
questim is whether the changes mat* are sufftiently value* to make them
worthwhile. It was to estimate the value of these methods that we asked employers
w/ich methods of teachkg they preferred and asked students to indicate the
extent to which they felt that they learned by uskig the various methods.

Employers' views on teaching methods
in interview, several employers stressed the view that successful teaching was
dependent on the tenher's personality and whether te geis with tilt students' or
whether or rot he took an iitividual knerest in the trainee. The age of the teacher
was also thought to affect how well he or she adapted to trainee-centred
aPeroaches and new technology. Only ow comment was made concerning
teachers' background ami this concerned the idea teacher one who'd been
practising in industry and 'who was qualified and had got the urge to go back to
college and teach'. This suggests agaki that employers' main concern was the
roevance of the theoretical side to the work situation, and that learning should take
plat?, in an applied context. These 'personal characteristics' variabkis ale
doubtless important but we were not ki a position to gather data on these in This
study. Nevertheless, it must be noted that in the Wacher data we found no
significant differences in the attitudes of teachers which were attributable either
to age or previous background.

Other employer comments in the interviews related more closely to the
kMds of limiting methods discussed above and it was apparent that they saw the
National Certifcate as an improvemert on preview systems, if fa* no other reason
than that itwas seen to be closer to their ideal of practical, 'hands on' training. TheY
made such comments as rmytNng's better than chant and ta& - what happens is
better art deeper than that° and noted that *aching should be °participative,
relevant, ipb-based, practical, and not lectures°. Linked with this, there aPPeared
to be a preference among employers for training to be on a day-release, rather
than a blockrelease basis, as they preferral a system which enabkiti trainees to
use what they learned at college rather than be banbarded with several weeks
worth of informtion which was not taught in colunction with work experience.
However, there was some concern expressed by employers ki interview that
trainees were fadiet to remember what they had learned. They wished for teac hire/
methods wlich wi xed encourage better retention. This is a matter to which we wilt
return in the section on assessment.

Students' teaching preferences
Tab* 3.4 shows students' responses to a question in which they were asked to
indicate tit extent to which they learned from the various methods discussed
above. Students claimed to learn most from practical work, getting feedback from
rliagnostic assessment old projects or assigments. They made strerisingly low
claims for the efficacy of team teaching, *arning outside the college, and
simulations or role play, although this probably has to be treated with caution
because these approaches were used quite infreqwntly.

It is kiterestlig to compare the above Ma with the responses to a simdar
question asking students which teaching methods they thought were used. ft was
not always the case that students felt that they learned best from the teaching
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mother' : tat were used the most, nor was it the case that the methods used the
least sere necessarily the ones that students deemed to be of little value in heibin
them ham (see Table 3.5).

Table 3,4: The extent to which students said they learned from the teaching
methods that are used
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Tab0 3.5: A comparison of the teaching methods used as perceived by staff
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Students' perception of wlmle class teachkig was that it was used a lot of the time
but less than half thought that they learned a lot from this method. Stutknts' views
of the value of diagnostic assessrmint and their perceptions of its occurrence
mixe or ktss cokicided, although of course if staff views on the extrit of use of
this approach are considered, there would seem to be scope to place more
emphasis on this. But perhaps most invortant is the dispanly between the Itgh
value students place on practical work (as do emOoyers) and the hmited extentto
which staff especially see it as being used. Once again, caution must be exercised
here as not all subjects ktrid themselves to practical work and there are probably
finite limits to the amount of !earring which can be accomplished in this mode in
any subOct. Nevertheless, this is again an area which time data would suggest
should be considered carefully by teaching staff.

KO Wading mettods inWroved?
Asked whether these changes in teaching methixis were an improvement or a
deterioration, more staff thought they had improved (46%) than deteriorated
(27%): 21% felt there had been no change and 6% didn't know.

The role of assessment in classroom teaching
Several references have been made above to 'diagnostic assessment, which may
seem out of place in a chapter on teaching. Howler, it was clearin the Actior Plan
that assessment is intended to have a %martin role in the learning process. This

was to be achieved by integraticm of the assessment procedures with teaching and
learning and was in contrast to the prevbus system of summative assessment,
which had a dominant but unsupportive effect on the currtuium.

Subsequent guidelines encouraged as much assessment as possible,
both formative and summative, to be carried out in natural classroom contexts,
and thereby minimising the need for specially created 4tests'. The changes in

nature wid range of assessment 4-sstruments used in thc, National Certificate
reflects the move towards acknowledging the importance of the "everyde,
ongoing assessment which has always occurred but which has not previously
received publlc recognition. It is these informal and formative assessments which
were seen to underpin teaching and learning luid enable bdividual students to
make progress. This greater emphasis on diagnostt or formative assessment
WaS also seen as part of the process of provicling clearly defined goals for both
lecturer and student

There ere several intiortent pwposes of assessment which must be recognised.
Assessnwnt offers keduick on progress, cfugnosis of kiciandual strergths and
weaknesses, assistance in makkig informed and rearistic curricular and vocational
chote, evaluabon of teething, as wel as assistance in selection of empbrwnt and/
or further stages of ethication ... in recent years assessment has tended to become
more integrated with the rsocesses of learning and is seen as having a chagnostic

rather than a discriminitory value. (SED 1983 pars 4.23)

We have already seen that about two thirds of staff claimed to be using diagnostic
assessment and 38% of staff claimed to be using it more in National Certificate
courses than they had before. We have also shown (in Table 3.1) that 88% of
stixients claimed that their teachers used assessment in this way. These figures
are high and may probably reflect an interpretatkm of diagnostic assessment as
the repeated opportunity to retake summative assessments until they have
succeeded.

This interpretation is supported by some comments from students who
valued the frequent feedback given as a restet of continuous assessment because
'you know whether you're doing it right or not, that's the thing'. That is, you knOw
how well you're doing rather than having to wait for 'the great guns' of an exam to
find out, possibly wasting a whole year if you fail the exam, whereas for modules
it wasn't so bad if you just bst one. Overall, 88% of students considered the
opportunty of feedback from contimmus assessment to be a source of mottvation
to learn: a rating which ranked highest amongst eight possible sources of
motivation they were asked to consider.
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Staff also gave this their highest rating, with 79% considering feedback
to be a source of motivation. Their comments also suggested that they were well
disposed:

it is probably a ckstinct advadage in that you can rniss perole who are very good at
Ming that there nut actually adieving myth% - sometimes they're lazy, they don't
want to. Lind sometimes because they are actually sMiggillintg whereas d you actually
give it an assessment I hes to come back to you, and you have to mak d at d does
show up the ddricuily s that you can spend a great deal of tinw marking.'

I think it you are going to do investqlation/evakiation type things then you have to
ensure that you get the work in fairly quickly, raid look at it and feed back quickly."

'They learn through all the different formats of assessment, they team where theVre
at where they're /ink* for. Even though d's assessment they can actually see a goal
through that and they can learn things that they can put right for the We?

These comments suggest a somewhat weak interpretatkm of "diagnostic
assessment', because it is not dear whether or not the assessment is based on
methods which are des4ned to identify the reasons for students learning
probkims. But earlier work in this area (Black and Dockrell, 1934) suggests that
provided the teacher is wilbftg to act as eremedial resource', such strip wire'
diagnostic instruments can have appreciable positive effects on student learning.
Given the juxtaposition of stiklenkentred leaning, especially where this is
niterpreted as an approwh in id the tewher's role is as a faditator, it may weft
be that the National Certificate model has been more successful than others in
nurturing a warily/Ade relationship between learning and assessment.

General views on teaching
The majcvity view of ail grown was that teaching metlxids in the National
Certificate were a source of motivation for students to team. About 70% of both
staff and students heki this view, and less than 10% of both groups felt that
teaching methods were demotivatkig. However, emOloYers were slight)), less
convinced that this was the case. One in five einfters claimed that teaching
methods were actually demotivating. Smaller =parties (wth fewer than 200
employees) were Ntely to be least convinced in tNs area.

Although 40% of employers stated that they 'didn't knot/ the extent to
which methods of teaching had improved or detericrated, only 25% were
convinced that they thsd improved. TNs =pares with 46% of *off who did claim
that they had knproved. These differences may be attributab* to different
expectations wiongel employers. Our findings described above smest that
empkiyers were supportive of the general thrust of Natkmal Certifeate teacNng
towards practical student-centred am:coaches. Perhos, however, tl* has not
gone far enough. On the other hand, the negative respcmses from a minority of
empkiyers may be ikened to the misgivirgs which some of Um had about certain
features of the assessment mock* which will be discussed later. Whatever the
reason, thei e woiAd seem to be a suggestion in these data that although teachers,
staff and employers were broadly sumortive of the change to teaching brought
about by the Action Ran, there is still scope further to refine it, the better to meet
the needs of all emOloyers.
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Assessment in the Action Plan
In an earlier study on assessment in fie National Certificate (Black, Hall and Yiin es.
1988) we identified five key features of assessment in the Action Plan. These
were:

it sets out to describe what students have done rather man purporting to
'measure some notional underlying 'abkitl, thereby clarifying tie goals
towirds hich students and teachers must work to ensure 'success'

it assesses students against what are intended to be clearly defined
performance criteria and not by judging them against the performance of
others

the decision on stixtent attainment is school- or college-based with
substantial emphasis placed in most cases on continuous assessment
durMg the teaching of the mod*

the model embraces broader purposes than summative assessment for
certifeabon, piecing considerable emphasis on diagnostic assessment

students' performance is recorded as a detailed profile of the learning
outcomes they have mastered in completing the modules they have
studied.

The National Certificate assessment model is criterion-referenced, college-based
aixi offers a profile of attainment. As we showed in the chapter on teaching, it
places emphasis on the diagnostic or formative potential of assessment art
hence offers strong mticubtion with teachin and learning.

Questions on assessment
As the literature on assessment is less associated with 'grand theory than with its
role in servickig if* needs of educatico (Black, Hall and Martin, 1990), we did not
lay particular stress on explorkig views on theorY. In our inteiviews we discussed
assessment matters withki a broad agenda, but addressing specific areas such
as whether the National Certificate assessment system was seen to be appropriate,
and the changes that had taken place as a result of the impementation of the
Nationai Certificate. The issues which arose were dominated by discussion of the
advantages and &advantages of continuous assessment in contrast to a system
which irickided examinations at the end of the `course Otter matters which arose
were discussions of assessment methods and concern about systems for quality
assurance. These were the issues which we masued in the questionnaire study.
The specific questions we addressed are therefore as follows:

Assessment mettodr What assessment methods are being used by lecturers?
How do they relate to the recommendations in the National Certifeate and Acton
Plan literature?

Continuous assessment or end-evam: How did respondents feel that the
continuous assessment approach adopted compared with the alternative strategy
of summative assessment based on an end of 'course' examination? And in detail.
which of these approaches did they think would be the more effective in:

making sure that students remember what they learn
makkig sure that students learn everything in the course
making students want to learn
helping students to see how the course fitted together
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rewarding students for their success
helping students to learn
selectk* students for employment or for advanced courses
dffferentiating levels of attakment
givkig other peop* a clear idea of what students can do

What comments did respondents choose to make on
assessment?
it is interesting and worthy of note that in our intennews and questionnaire data,
few, if any, respondents chose to mention or discuss some of the key aspects of
assessment which were introduced by the National Certificate. Working towards
known goals, assessing against performance criteria, and college-based
assessment were not on the agendas of our responrknts. Indeed. the absence of
any mentbn of them suggests that V* criterion-referenced andcolkige-based or
internal assessment features have been taken co board and accepted as part of
the system. This it is encouraging to mite that the introduction of the National
Certiftate and the implications for change, especially in regard to the system of
assessment, have, by and 'large, been accepted, at least in principle.

Assessment methods used
One of ow aims was to find out what modes of assessment lecturers and students
saki were used in the National Certificate and also the extent to which they were
used. Their responses are shown in Figure 4.1 below:

Figure 4.1: Assessment methods used in the National Certificate
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All of the methods listed ki the questbnnaire were claimed to be used by both
stuknts and staff. To the extent that these were a siitable choice for the learning
outcomes beim assessed, the aim ikntified in the Action Plan of encouraging the
use of a variety of appropriate methods has obviously been achieved. As might be
expected, however, the range of assessment methods varies between subjects
--Communication and Prictical Cwkig Skfils staff ubing a wide variety of methods,
with PCS staff makkag the greatest we of seitassessment; Mathematics staff
using mailly short answer questions; Financial Record Keeping staff making the
greatest use of objective tests; and Electronic assessments beim dominated by
practical assessments, observation and shod answer questions. Also from the
figure above we can see that, according to both groups, assessment in the
National Certificate does not appear to be dominated by objective tests and short
answer questions, as is sometimes alleged.

By far the most commonly used methods of assessment according to
the students, were those based on observatbn and practical work. This suggests
a move away from the more traditional modes of assessment to more teacher-
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based practical apmacnes. However, there is clearly some oiscrepancy between
Ms view and that of staff. The most teed form ot assessnent from staff resivilses
was that of folios of students' work, eith 40% of the Staff clainft that they used
this 'to a large extent'. `Obserwdion of stelents workkig in class' and 'leader
marking the products of stucksits' prictical work' were also ranked high, but
lectinrs did not pine nearly as much emphasis on this as students. The

discreciancy can in pan be attrbuted to Ow fact that some variattin existed
between the responses from students in the different sOject areas. However, it
is quite likely that Part of the reason lies in students misinterpreting the
consequence of a teacher looWng over a student's shouder at their wet' which
the student may be classing as 'assessment by observation' but which the teacher
simply sees as offering fonmattue he0.

These data to a large extent =firmed oir feelings from the interview
study. A wick variety of methods were used by lecturers who had few reservations
about this. Hmvever, staff did have reservations about the adequacy of the
guidance given in the descrtitors concerning assessment. Some written comments
on the questionnaire indicated a hope that more helP !night he Provided:

'Some of the descriptors are written in unclear terms - clarity is certainly lacking - the
Comminution descriptors are an example of how not to communicate, and are a
nightmare to adnvnister.*

'As senior kicturer with responsibility for support of new part-time/untrained staff. I
have to 'translate' into normal Engish all too often Ithe assessment/performance
criteria parts of mockffe oescrIPtorsl.'

"I do not believe that assessment guidelines are sufficiently specific to ensure a national
standard. Why does SCOIVEC not provide a bank of questions from which we can draw
assessmerff matenalr

Closely allied to this was a feeling, held quite strengly 1, snme lervirers, that nip
assessment recnirements of modules were simply too easy. TIE was not only
because assessment could be undertaken in *fie chunks', 'one bit at a time', but
also because these little chunks' themselves were often thought to consist of
items which were easy. Little was offered by wayof explanation of what was meant
by 'easy', or why 'difficulty' should, by itself, be thought a virtue. One Maths lecturer
observed that the advice and &dance he had received on tectniques of
assessment had concentrated on the 'bwer end of the scale' and there was little
Gs' nothing available about messing higher levels of ability. This, and similar
comments, contributed to a general view that modules were not entirely suitable
fOr students who were coisidered to be of 'high ablity.

Continuous assessment or an end-exam?
011f intennew data indicated that, although it produced its own pressures, most
students preferred continuous assessment to an end-exam, even in cases where
learning seemed to be dominated by assessment. Staff had very mixed views arxi
there was a strong suggestion that they had doubts about continuous assessment
being sufficient in itself. Employers tended to be supportive of continuous
assessment, alttough there were areas in which they seemed to prefer end-
exams. The range of issues soared by respondents in discussing tteir preference
for enclexams and continuous assessment was substantial. In the questionnaire
study we therefore grouped these into nine areas and asked all three groups which
mode of assessment best served These goals. A comparison of tte outcomes is
shown in Figure 4.2.

Making sure that students remember what they learn
65% of students and almost the same proportion of employers felt that contimmus
assessment was more likely to result in students rememberim what theyWrned
than was an endexam. in contrast, 58% of staff felt that the end-exam was more
effective in this respect. In another question in which staff were asked to indicate
the degree of importanct they would attach to 'ensuring that studtmts remember
what they tarn long after ttey are assessed', 94% of staff rated thit as important
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and 8396 of them felt that the National Certificate was not effective in this area.
Even allovAng for the natural tendency to see any system as less than ideal, there
is diet/ a verywidespread feeling amongst lecturers that the National Certificate
is failing to achieve something which they consider to be knpottant. The tutabtative
data suggested that this 'something' was the &bitty to see the vhoW wNch is
greater than the sum of the parts, and to provide a check on whether stizients have
retained the knowledge they have gained.

Figure 4.2: StIff, student and employer views on the relative benefits of end-exams and
Continuous assessment
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insights from lecturers' written annments on the questbnnaire and from the
interview data conffrm their comktion. Their preference for an end.exam to ensure
a greater degree of retention is made clear in these written comments:

'The National Certificate nodules Eve effective in showing students ther progress
through a carse of modules tad I feel an end of modde exam would be beneficial in
showag a prospective employer that the student has gained the knowledge from the
modules and retained it, and he is able to use this information in a work situation.'
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'The assessment methods also encourage students to learn tut forget, which may

Prorkice an end product of 0)2 students knovving the topic they were assessed on at
the time of the assessmeit Put by the end of the module they mil nave forgotten. For
this reason I think it would be better to have an endexaminationwith the catinuous
assessmed being used as part of the total assessment*

Further analysis of the qualitative data from employers and students confirmed the

pattern of perceptions shown in Figure 4.2. However, the minority viewpoint of
employers was not dissimilar to that voiced by lecturers:

'You can pass a learning outcome every two wetits (X but I questkin whether theill
be able to retain it for a year, and that's the other question on this. End testitg may
not be the ideal solutice to exarrine people but we haion't got anytting better at tiv
nximent. Maybe l'M old fashioned ... but! genuinely bebev that you've got to discipline

people to prepare tor exams over a WI academic year's wo& then test them.*

There was no similar stance in student comments but the notion of a more rigorous
approach to assessing retention was not entkely eschewed by them. Although
most were relieved that they didn't have to remember -hat they learned, others
were more long-sighted and claimed that 'an end-of-module test may be a good
idea - it would be harder bl you'd probably take it in more'. Tie reference here
to an 'end of modu*. test az opposed to an *Ade-year' exam is important. This
alternative was not explored in our questtnnaire and it underlines the fact that
continuous assessment through the module and eridof-,..ourse examinations are
at opposite ends of a contimum. d it is the case that the prIzgnt approach In some
modules is not an adequate measure of retenttm it does not follow that the only

alt %native is to return to trElitional major end-of-course examinattns.

Making sure that stimients learn everything in the course
Substantial majnrities of staff, students and employers thought that continuous
assessment was much better than an end-exam for making sure that students
learn everything in the course. Employers welcomed the fact that students would
have to do all that was included in their programme and could not ignore parts of

it and gamble on the exam:

'They've got to cover the whole syllabus. If they have got a weakness they're better

revealed than the old City and Gill& system?

"l think what they're thing in continual assessment is good, because after all, its the
old argument if you take a course -100% being the course, at the end of it maybe 20%

of it is examniable as such, and you answer five out of twentyquestions so end up vinh

andher quarter of that

Similarly, a lecturer 'conceded' that:

"The one thing it does have an effect on is they'Ve got to by to keep up to date. It's
not a question of doing five subjects and hoping four of them come up in a fmal exam.°

There would seem to be little argument, therefore, that continuous assessment
is fett to be the more effective approach in ensuring detailed coverage of the
course. if this were the case, one wonderswhy the material would not be retained.
Substantial and more detailed work on actual student attainments both in the short

and in the long term would be necessary to understand this further.

Making students want to learn
There are three things notable about respondents' views on whether contkwous
assessment or an end-exam is more effective in making students want to learn.
First, although more staff felt contimious assessment to be effective for this, the
majority was only slight. Second, this was one of the areas in which students felt
continuous assessment to be most advantageous. Third, although employers
were convinced that continuous assessnvnt had the edge in making students
Nant to learn, it was the question in which the largest numbers responded that theY
didn't know (25%).
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To a large extent the reasons staff gave for feeling that the assessment
system did not 'make students want to *am' were couched in terms of its effect

on motivation. ft was asurted that the lack of an end-exam meant, amongst other
thfrigs, that students had fittle to strive for and no incentive to retain krvowledge.

and that the lack of gracing was particularly demotivatkig for the more able
students:

Assessment becomes atimportant, especially to the weaker student. Yet itis in too

mary cases the great levektr, not ckfferentiating between the less a..."4 and the more
able students. The latter, seeing tlis, stop trying:

'The present National Certificate ... system ckies not motivate die more able students
and can voice a pedestrian, unenthusiastic approach generaly."

The view was alw expressed that the standards se' by the performance criteria
are minimum standards with no incentive for students to go beyond these. This
was a major concern for some staff.

In contrast, when we ask:xi students which asixIds of the National
Certificate they considered as motivating students to learn, it was clear that the
summative assessment components detailed in Tab* 4.1 were important
However, the mItivation arising from the absence of an erdexain and opportunit* s
for assessment resits may be more of a reflection of reduced anxiety than of
making students want to learn.

Table 4.1: The extent to Mich students consider aspects of the National
Certificate as motivating students to learn
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Helping students to see how tie course fitted together
This question was kickrc*d because of fears expressed by some staff during
Oterview that contimous assessment might foil the overview whth students
obtained as ttey progressed through sots of modules. As Figure 42 showed,
about WS of staff felt that an end-exam would be more &teethe, as did about 20%
of students and 1096 of employers.

In interview, only ore employer expressed a worry that modules could
lead to fragmentation and a tali of coherence ki a student's work. In his view, an

exam covertg the entire progranne might have thebeneficial effect of facilitating

an understancfmg of the relatimisfts betyren modules.
Fragmentation was a cause of concern for many tecturers. Some feared

that the process of 'notching tif learning outcomes does not encourage students
to see thet area of study as a whole but only as a colleetkin of disparate e*ments.
This leads to a fragmentation of the subject of study, a compartmentatisatkm of
knowledge, and contributes to a lack of understanding:

1 think in many cases they're not fully understanding what thelre doing. "lbere'; a
tendency for so many of them ... to say 'Oh, there's a learning outcome, I want to get

that Watt. way and get on to the next one. AflMgottocknspasstheassessment
and then that's that out of the way' ... thinking that once that's out of the way that's it

finished, they1 not see it again'

Li 3
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tMe3m tO some extent would string togetharthe relevimce of related modules. They
fthe students) have to be put into a frame of mind where they say that the first module
and the tenth module am part of a related course and not isolated packages that don't
him much relevance to each ob.

However, for one lecturer at least, the basic notion of a modularised crwriculum
was thappropriate:

'For academic secb particularly for Mathematics, you canlisolate, pu can't break
down Mathemetics into Stile watertigg compartments ... it's not &ins them an overall
widerstulding ci the whole thing together...*

But despite these comments k is *Want to recall that in all twee mos tiere
was a clear majority who fekthatcontkruous assessment worid be me effective.
It may wen be hat the agreed vale of continuous tssessment in hebirai studets
to attend to everything in a course outweighs the danger of a nodular system
comparbnentalising teachkrg and learnkv.

Rewarft students for MO' success
The dstrbution of responses to tNs question was rimming in that student% staff
and anployers were emir:Med rra It About half feltthatcontbuous assessment
was better than an endexam but very few gave their reasons for this. In contrast
those who felt that an endexam would be better tended to explain ter Position
more clearly.

The realy availWity of remediation and the opportunity to resit teaming
outcomes was seen by some empbyers as 'minding the a0Pantriate reweni for
success.

'There's no indication that a chap who passes a teaming outcome the first time is any
better than a chapwho takes three ;demist* pass a learning outcome. This is where
two/ feel *rived in some way or other. Some dew lads who we keen and work and
they get Ifest time feel they shadd he beide bk above the ones who are taking knee

A few empbyers also felt that an endexam was important for dm creak/ and
value of the National Certificate, rather than for any intrinsic merit to be gained by
going thragh the discipline of the examinatbn process itself. Quite why this would
confer greater =day was not made clear, afthonh it is possilge that
differentiation which is often associated with mid-exams is sew to be an
appropriate reward for success (see below).

Staff did not natal ifts point but tivy clearly had strong views from an
insides' perspective. There were repeated assertions that soon studtmts were
titchg advantage of the avakalAkty of resits of assessnamts by sittiq their first
one kr the knowledge that they woukl fail, solely to firod out what type of questions
they wad be asked:

*Assessment procedures are tot* inadequate. Most students commend:1g a
modular programme we fully aware that they we embed (in theorY) en infeite
number of resils. Awwe of the facts k is very common for studerds to ask for a first
attempt, see the paper, and gather exactly what wig follow in the rest ...Therefore it
is not uncommon for students to take 5 or 6 attempts at one learning outcome.*

It is ififfictit to know what commit to make about this. Certainly, U students were
to be allowed to resk exactly the same assessment, using the sane assessment
irstrunent, then the yak* of the assessment would be destroyed and the result
should be unacceptdde. If, however, assessment instruments are sufficiently
Merril, ands each is valid, then an that the student has gained Is the sort of
formative information which should be available to him or ter In the classroom in
any case.

IMping students to learn
The one issue on which there was the largest general agreement that contkwous
assessmert was preferable to an end-exam was that of 'helping students to learn'.
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Nearly all the employers, arotmd 90% of the students old 65% of lecturers felt this
to be the case. The only note of caldirm vas from sonar staff and employers who
felt that sone stuants who *mad to progress to advanced courses Ware they
would be faced wth endexams could be dsadvattard because they hai not hit
uP their exam technique.

This positive stance on helphrg studats to learn was also dear from an*
interview data, as fa stalwarts below show. Nevertheless it is worth recrang
that with there is clear support in prindple ft...formative assessment, In practice,
as we indicated in the 'Teachime chapter, there was some doubt about the extent
to wNch staff felt that It was bah* practised tatanatically

the old system) they oily knew they carldn't do It right at the end ... but you find
out very sickly fin Wilma Certificate] because you're doing catinuous assessment"

1 thi* it's useful to the **tots, as vrell es to the teacher ... the person knows where
they are ... they know they've achieved a leaning outcome or performance criterien
Which motivates them b go on to the ntot one. From the teadiees odd of view, if
they tag something. they know they can pick I iv and Present it kr them nitalm.

Selecting stuients for anployment or for alvalced courses
Students and employers we nenly divided ki their response to this gliatiOn, but
only 20% of staff feitthat contimata assessment world be pekes* for selection
purposes. There was, however, ittle in the way of detailed explanation for tits in
the literview data.

afferertiang levels of attabnent
(Nice again, students and employers were evenly divided on this matter, altixrugh
ft is noticeable that a rumber of students felt unable to mum( the question. Staff,
more emphaticallythan on any other question, felt that an endexam would be more
successful hl eferentiathe levels of attainmet Large m4orities of staff and
empbyers thought tat dffferentiation was important but thatthis was not whined
in the National Certificate.

However, some employers only wanted to know whether a student hut
'passed or failed', and so the potential of the system for further discrimination was
not considered importait

"'Mather someone gets a datkiction, a credit, a pass or a fal - Ws nice th know and
aorta* can be, on occasions, put to use. But, tuft*, we went to know they
hate passed or fakKi.

For others it was much MOte of an tsue and was, hi some cases, causing them
twollems. This was especially so when they wished to pan ahead in their training
and sort out those students who would go on to advanced training. For this
purpose some form of dscrhnindion Wham students, and predictidn of their

mabinies, wss bait to be necessary

ti order to nm a ailment staff development scheme for craft roaprentices through into
fie professiond engineer* grades andior to univeray, we ready do have to have
better dscrimeration Man the 'who go' gauge wtich is presently offered by the
SCCIIVEC nitrides!

'Ws &kid for me to recognise the high firers - which imi've got to do in a company
Bre this. Cs dfficult for me to recognise someone who has ipst managed to get
modules and shl pushing them fonwird for higher education, wasting a year because
they normally fad in the first year. I can't recogrese these indvidrals, which I could do
before!

lbw do you recorise when era/idols have reached their firnit? I don't know ... the
systrm's colourless now. Before there was enough in the system to separate the
wheat from the chaff, and also gin you di do shades in between!

Needless to say, those views beg maw questions. Why, for example, were the
employers unable to identify learning outcomes which represented the kinds of
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competences necessary to go on the advanced training? What is meant by"reach
their rimt? Is it a function of Verret ability', motivation or interaction with the
teacher? One woidd have to be more corwinced that the avemies for discrimination
akeady rabble hi the National Certlltate had been fully explored before change
becan* the selfwapparert solution.

Staff comments on this question were less concerned with the utilitY of
grading to eno.users than edth what they saw to be the unfairness of a system
wikh did not grade &anent&

"The Want Meant; feature of the National Certificate is the inanity to award those
who work vey hard and obtain GOOD results with anything other than a PASS'. The
piece of paper beccenes meadrigless if two stusktnts have it and the lust worked long
and hiod to obtan k, while the second barely made it to the classes and appeared only
for the importat assessments.*

°The other niticisin Shit a Ic4 of them, of course, level, is the fact that there's no kind
of meet you know, in gettng Oro* first time ... if I va.re in the system I ain't think
lwosaideftjthinkFvebeenbrought up to like competition and think stucknts are
basically the sane.'

The discussions we had with emcdoyers during the interview study were not,
however, confined to differentiation solely on the basis of grading. For some of the
employers, an enkxam was almost a test of character or a Me of passage which
ali students shoidd go through:

°The ease by which a studed obtains the learning outcomes, there's no doubt
whatsoever, that that has demented the standirds ... But we're bait to this business
of chaftenging the individual, budding in this grit, in the cycle, as opposed to the
acadenic knowledge in the businessthat has gone from ft ... There should be enough
of a chaftenge and a ciente set, aped frwn the academic knowledge, to build
character into ! person, and that's nct there.*

One item in tie questionnaire attempted to measure the extent of this feefireg
among employers by asking how much importance theyattached to dewlopir4
istayirl power and determination'. The responses confhmed that theycid value
the idea of education instEing such cornpetences, mid that a majorityof them fett
that tht was not achieved by the National Certificate. However, it has to be said
that this begs the question of whether changing to an endwexam would be Vie
solution. If such personal characteristics are important they could be assessed
and reported in the same way as any other intended outcome of education. The
problem is that achievkig a i agreed definition of these traits and making reliable
assessments of them !s difficult and timeconsuming as well as controversial.

Giving other people a clear idea of what students can do
As Figure 42 showed, students were the most idiely group to feel that continuous
assessment, more than an end awn, inchcated to others what they had achieved.
This i perhaps not surprisin given the vested interest that they have in obtaining
usable quallfications. What is notable is that 56% of employers took the sanw view

but lecturers, yet again, were more convinced of the utility of erakxams.
The interview data suggested that some staff and emPloYerS were

concerned that employers wotid fmd It difficult to deal with tiv amount of
information evadable and the potential variety from student to student This led
some to a call for recognisable qualifications, akin to 'groupcertificates' which, it
was noted, were to be retained for advanced level courses and which would
simplify the detad on student attahiment

'We want that accreditation to be recognisable, to be able to categate it so that one
can say, well, that means sometNng. A bit fike the decision just now to keep the
advanced certificates in groups aid still have WC To us as a company that's
a good decision.°

However, some employers positively welcomed the breadth of information on
sheient attainment now evadable to them:
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ml favour passing modules, or pada modules, aid saying these yotmg peopa can do
th8sbesatisdwhIthet&atherthanl en sorts of three how exams et the end
of It where they might, vollh pot kid. get questkas they can do, or Oh bad get
questions they owl I Vital 0es the aminyer a broader measure ofachievement'

Clearly these views were contradictory. In otw ouestionnate study we threfore
asked emptlyers whether they food the tnfornotion on student attainment useful
56% replied that it was, while 44% either thought tut lt van too Inwrieldy to be
useful or that, while it was useftd, it was newirtheless difficult to ccoe with.

These findings would seem to Biggest that this group is somewhat
divided on the issue. Some of those whom we Interviewed represented the view

of smaNer empitriers and it is not unikely that they cotdd have we protdems
because they ars hIss Maly to have remanent int training specidsts.Whether
the antriver kl giving employers better support in interpretlig National Certthcates
or ki akerkg the toy in which such informationis made oda* to them must be
open to debate.

Differences mongst subjects
On aspect of tlw data which the above discussion has concealed is that there
were several notable differences in view amongst staff from different subtract
backgrotmds. lite detail of those differences is shown in Table 42.

Table 4.2: Staff preferring contimms assessment as practised in the National
Certificate to an endexam

Goal

mating sure that etudes
remember whet they Warn

=xze thst dudents learn
in the course (nsa

main students wont to learn

t*ke itigiantS to see bowed
the ~ft aims they hue
to tom et *MN,

ravardingsnorts * their
SCUM

habits students to learn

seeding *Weds Ls
eroiownoVetNoced courses

tifferenbalirg Web ot
altainmeg

giving other twat a dear idee
of vibe students can do

Flares in °voteless we percartages of staff sho whirred an END DWI.
Fonts in tate we NOT diebelically seNticant et the 041 Wel

Conn Maths PCS fRK Bect

33 (49) 12 (74) 49 1283 29 (56) 01951

46 (36) 55 1301 62 f14) 65 (30) 42 (44)

40 1361 33 137) 57 1141 51 (25) 21 0100

49 (31) 25 1421 79 1121 42 (49) 42 144)

44 146) 44 (46) 58 UM 60 1383 26 till

69 121) 49 (20 84 (7) 76 (15) 48 133)

22 (63) 12 (69) 42 (441 19 176) 12 1861

20 1711 4 19C9 21 1681 11 (15) 7 (8B)

36 1501 23 CO 57 (32) 44 154) 20 (76)

n . 141 n as 76 n a 42 II cs 53 n = 42

The tNo dovious 'extreme' pewspectktes are those held by Practical Carkig Skills

(PCS) and Electronics staff. There is a clear pattern of preferences amongst PCS

staff for continuous assessmentforereryffing eceptselection lexl differentiation.
In contrast, more EhIctmnics staff prefer exi-exams for everything except
telpirg students to tarn', a preference which is shared cagy by the Maths teachers
who, however, are more everdy divided on it.

Moderation
Our Interview data suggested that there was some concern M collegesabout the
effectiomess of the moderation system. Some lecturershad little idea aboutwhat
was happening in colleges other than their own and this led to a lack of confidence
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in the system. They were saykig such things as:

I'd lice to see if national standards are being maintained. Mite to see exactly what
anceter colege is dohs for a particular leaning outcome wit how it differs, if It does
Mei., from whit we do!

We were corcemed to bid out the extent of this feeling and so we asked staff to
rate their level of sattfaction with various aspects of the moderation system. As
we can see from Tabk14.3, 54% of employes were at least pertlally satisfied that
a national starklard exists but approximately haff of all staff were 'not at all satisfied'
that this was the case. A hth proportion of staff were either dissatkdied with, or
did not know about, the skitarity (or atomise) between the standards they apply
and those in other colleges, nor were they satisf*d with the opporturOties which
exist for interco(lege aglaboraticst

There wasadesirefor =re appropriate guidance but. oerhaPs
there was less &satisfaction with the number of sub*ct assessor visits than
m4ght be expected. 16bwever, subject assessors fid not escape entirely
unscathed in the lectwers' written commnts. Tkire were clakns that subject
assessors were not always consistent and Mattis could be demotivatinr r staff.
Once again, the amount of Paperwork whth was felt necessary to meet a..,,..;sors'
needs was considered umilieldy.

Table 4.3: The extent to which staff and emaoyers are satisfied with certain
aspects of the moderation system

Ste kI ii 362)

satisfied
ao a kyr

Went
S

parbalk
saber&

S

maned
to Wed

odent
S

not at
al

salisted
%

Oatt
know

X

a ore-deterrnined nadional standard
asisb for ova modukr

a 19 24 45 3

to assessment paddies in tha
module descnotces ewe a natio*,
standard

5 18 25 50 2

to staralards atattauf in eater desortmeritt/ 16 13 20 38 25
Wham in sand, to those in your wan

the number of radts yaw pd front subject
assessors is adititsole

3 21 26 27 9

ancient 00pOrtiltie exist for
ccesboration baboon oaten

al*ntionate national and regicidal padance
is pm

3

3

6

13

13

18

67

61

11

5

EmPbYere in..6X 19 35 26 7 12

It would bt easy, given these perspectives, to be critical of ihe national system for
quality assurance but our earlier work on the seuaritY of assessment (Black, Hail
and Martin, 1989) suggests thatthe reasces for problems with 'national standards'
are not entirely in the hands of SCOIVEC. Some aspects of the National Certificate
policy, and particularly the emphasis on tailoring modules to meet bcal ;weds or
the needs of paticular industrial sectors, carry the penalty of reducing the
comparability of qualiflations across college& Some colleges and local authorities
have taken the kiitiative in settim up systems which wM encourage mter-college
comparablity while others have not. Moderation of any cokitehased teacher-
assessed qualification is bound to be difficult. 'Mese Whits indicate that the
reservations which tcturers, in particular, had and which we rePorted in Our earlier
work, still exist What must be recognised, however, t that there will atoms be
imitations on the extInt of Macaw conparabay and that eitancing Ws will
involve the actin support not just of subject assessors but also of the colleges
themselves.
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It is vstrth notkig that there were Mind (fiffereices between staff in
different cOeges in thar attitude to mockration. This suggests that there ere
some colleges where internal or local moderation systems are increasing staff's
confidence in the conparability of quaMi 'Wows. ft was possible to rank caws
acortikag to the extent of poskie attitudes taunt collabckation bebveen
colleses caressed by their staff. It was noticeable that three colleges, all in the
sane Region, cane very high in these rankings. Weed, two of them took first and
second place. TWo of these same cokrges Aso ranked very I* in the extent r0
positive attitudes towards national and Regkinid guidebes amongst thet staff.
Cate*, in the case of collaboration between callers, tits is something With
can only happen if there is fie administrative and manruierkt sugett for it to
haPPen in the coftges. kr the case of national aid Regimal gukktimes, the
question presupposes that such guidelines exist and that staff ere aware of them.

General views on assessment
Overall, there was a WW1 contrast between empkiyers' and *Owen' views on
whetter the assessment system had knproved skice the ktroduction of the
Naticeal Certificate:194 of encloyersfelt ithad deteriorated, *Vete comparable
figure fer lecturers was 6631 These views reflect a notable trend thremghout this
account of our findings on assessmentthe recipients seemed to be tsr more
satisfied with tie assessment system than did those charged with deivering it
However, acnoss the five nrkkile grates, there was a earthier* marked
tendency for staff to say that the assessment system and standards of attainment
had deteriorated in all subject areas except Practical Caring Skilh, with Electronics
ste the mted Rely to NI* that the system hal deteriorated.

There were, of course, exceptions to this genera nAe. Although there was
no aped of assessment for which a majority of ernployersfavcered rim endtxam,
they we ambiValent about continuous assessmot far selectkm and differentiation.
It is also wall noting that, in response to another questice in witch staff were
asied whether theyfelt that 'stodrets af attainmert' had improved or deteriorated,
30% of staff felt that they had itteriorated and wily 18% felt that they had
hnproved. (The majority of staff, however, feft that there had born no change, or
wavered that they did not know). hi gereral, the response of employers was a
positive we.

Students held generally positive views but we found that Electronics
students were less in favour of confirms assessmat than students taking
modules in the other fork areas, and there were significant differences between
students in different colleges. Mature students were stnificantly mrxe posftive
than otters towards =Abeam assessment, as were those students taking
modules to help with their current job.

Despke their overall prehrence for an endexam, some staff were more
smortive thwi othcs of a confirms assessmet system. So= staff respondents,
and particularly those in some sithjects and some Wines, took a more positive
stance than the mliority of staff. firthermore, pluticularly when we spars to them
dthring the intendews, many of fie lecturers welcomed the use of continuous
assessment for a variety of reasons. These Warded the close focus it gave to
individual items of student learnim; the guarantee it seemed to give that students
did indeed cover the whole 'syllabus', its role in provkling quick and accurate
feedback on student performance; and (in a small number of cases) the motivation
it can give to students by reward% them for thek effcts. These all seemed, to
the lecturers interviewed, to be sound educational advantages of the system wtOch
they would be unwilling to forego.

However, in their questionnaire resPonses, two thirds of all teaching staff
with preNational Certircate experience thoralM that tlw assessment system had
deteriorated as a result of Its introduction, and approximatelythe same proportion
thought tat standards of attainment had deterbrated. Stitt were least happy wkh
continuous assessment as servkig the needs of 'differentiating levels of attakiment,
'selecting students for employmenVudvanced courses' and 'making students
remember what they learn'. Once again, it is worth bearing in mind the points of
agreement and contrast between these lecturers' views and the generally more
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positive vkw $ of the empkvers tod students. Whether the 'inskkle perspective of
the deliverers, or the 'use? perspective of the recipients, represents the 'truth' is
impossible to say. Overall, however, it would suggest that there are still
improvements which could be made to the assessment system. Some of thesewill

be discussed in the final chapter.
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5 Summary and Implications

This final chaPter has several Pur Poses. First, the summary is a review of the main

fanny of the report set out in terms of students, emplcyers and teaching staff.
lt thus pmvides an Sternative way of thhiking about the *dings rls wiSI as a brief
thiscription of the main points In the 'discussion and imptit eons' which follow,
we revert to leant% teaching and assessment as headings. The purpose l*re
is to highfight the maki findings which might suggest the reed for change or for
further debate. Fin* in this section we include also a brief and more general
reflection on the broader implications which this report might have for any
I yogramme invoNim modules.

Summary
The views of the SttKieilts
The students hal the least to say of &the groups krolved in the research, perhaps
because they were not used to reflecting on their own exPerience. This is
particularV the case with regard to leamkg, whizti very few students discussed
Wi any detai with us. Many of the commeres they made were at a fairly superficial
level.

At the most mgative end of the spectnn of comments, some students were
dismissive about the very idea of learnhig in connection with the National
Certificate. Others tended to anwer interview question in terms of the teaching
methods used. Nor did tie questionnaire responses yiekt any data which allowed
us to reach any fvm conclusions about how students conceptualise their *timing.
Given the rattier abstract net= of this area, 4 is perhaps not too surPrising that
students did not reveal ow awhisticated unthirstanding of V* process. However,

is a little &moiling, especiany in the fight of those Action Plan aims which
stressed the development of seg-auereness and analysis and evaluation of
stuthints' own ways of learning.

However, students did react favourably to the more concrete and visible aspects
of 1.1* National Certificate. They were generey positive about the teacNng
methoth in use and felt that they were an tnportant source of motivation. Ttey also
aPPreciated the amount of feedback which they got from diagnostic assessment
lt was interesting to note that stalents perceived there to be nye in the way of
diagontic assessment going on than did staff. It may be that tNs is simply
reflection of much tighter definkions of 'diagnostic assessmenf being used by
staff.

Students were also, on the whole, positively &posed towards the assessment
system. In partici*, they bled the Idea of bekig able to resit assessments, and
also liked the fart that there was no exam at the end of the cone. Their comments
suggested that this was because exams were seen as creating too much pressure
and, possbly, being unfair to stuckants who have an 'off da1(. A very few students
did concethi that there might be some advantages to an exam of awe sort (not
necessarily at the end of the trademic year), principally in relatkinto encouraging
retention of knowledge and skills.

The views of tf* emplOyer$
The most notable aspect of the employers' responses was the extent to which they
set their own agenda. Althotegh many empkwers ifid approve of the broad learning
aims set out in the Action Plan, we have to set against this those employers who
specifically rejected an talk of *transferable skew in favour of mre narrowly
defved and Immediately useful vocational skills. This was only a more extreme
example of a general tendency among employers to see their ideal of training as
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ImOng, above all else, practtai and spoked. To the extent that the National
Certificate was strivirg for this Weal it was judged to be an improvement on what
had gone before.

Empbyers also approved of the llicreased field)* of provision which the National
Certificate ccovided, both in terms of negotiating programmes with the colleges
and the speed wth which mothlles could be updated compared to the revision of
previous courses. There was, however, more than a suggestion that only the
larger empkvers were able to take full wivantage of this flexibility.

There was a minority view, but forcefully held, alma& some employers that they
were lookig to traking to provift more than an nvut of knowledge and skill, arkl

that It shoukl, belt be a challenge to trainees which forces them to chrielop a
certain amount of staying power and deternination. This element of meting
challenges and developing 'character' was valued by some employers for its imn
sake and was felt to be missing from the National Certificate.

Empbyers had very little to say gout teaching, perhaps baause of thek relative
unfamiliarity with what goes on in classrooms. What they did say rektorced tlwrir
commitment to training which was 'relevant', 'practice and 'applied% Whlle ttury
did look to colleges to provide icademic arcl theorettal bout they were
concerned that this should not become divorced from the prwtical context in
whei their trainees would be working. They were also concerned that cokges
should motivate thek trainees, and tended to see the perscmal characteristts and
backgrounds of the teachers as beim important in this.

On tte whole, employers were positiim about the assessment system, and saw
considerable mivantages in contbuous assessment, especially in terms of the
guarantee it provided that the syllabus had been covered. They were reasonably
higipy that a nation' standard existed and was tolled. There were mixed feellngs
about whether assessment should dscrkninate anclligst students. For some ttft
was not a prob*mthey simply wanted to know whether thiOrtrabees had passed
or failed. Others, especially those wtm were looking to send son* of their trainees
on to we advanced training, were unhappy that it was no kinger easy to Pick out
the thigh fliers' and expressed a desire for some form of grading or merit award.

There was also some =cern expressed by some emobvers shoot the reach/
availabilly of resit assessments, *itch were felt to be unfair tothose trainees wici
willeved their !laming outcomes cm the lkst attempt. Simko*, as mentioned
above, there was a view held by some that National Certificate assessment no
longer faced the rakes with a challenge which they had to meet, and that this
was a loss.

Employers favoured the
flexibifity of the National
Certificate.

Some emloyers
thought that training
should have an element
of 'challenge'.

Employers said little
about teacting.

Employers favoured
National Certificate
assessment but some
wished for greater
discrimination amongst
students.

Some employers were
concerned about resit
assessments.

Staff were the most
migative of the groups
of respondents.

The views of the Wading staff
As might be expected, teaching staff in colleges hini most to say about the National
Certifeate, and went into greatest detail Li their written comments and in
hitenriews. "Rey wire also the most negatively disposed of all the groups towards
the National Certificate. Although, throughout this report, we have treated
leemkg, teachig and assessment as conceptually separate areas, it was
aboarent from all that tewhing staff had to say that, for a great many of them,
assessment overshalowed all other aspetts of the Nalional Certificate and
cobtred thet views on all other issues.

It was also apparent to us that many of the lecturers' perceptions of the National
Cetificate were open to challenge. it seemed to be the case that some aspects
of National Certiftate implementation which were merely "stsgestions' or
'recommendations' had, in the view of some teaching staff, cote to have a
prescriptive force. This is the case, fir maniple, with the 'recommended' 40 hours
teaching One per trod* and the 'suggested teaching methods given In module
descriptors. Nor did we come across any examples of teaching staff making use
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of the opportunity, which SCONEC affords, of devising their ow *emotive forms
of anessnynt. ft may be that there remains a job to be done in *forming telzhing
staff of the fradoms and opportwities which are meltable to them.

lino* as we were ab* to separate out their views on diferent aspects of the
National Certificate, it is geneney apparent that most teachws widcomed the
changes which had beim brought about in lamming and teachkg. The brad
lanky aims of the kticm Plan ware welcomed and there was wort for the k*.a
of %ming to learn', although severe dodits were expressed about whether itwas
actually hamening. Simkrty, ma food Mile evidence of systematic and orgwised
attempts to tar provision more &oily to the Malawi needs of student&

Two constraints on the appoaches to lean** adopted by students were
kkintilkid. The first was the students themselves. Some staff left that ft was
inappropriate ftw many of their students to be asked to tigui too much responsibility
for thek own lemming. TN's was somethliv which was felt to be apropriate only
for the more mature and sdknotivated students. The second set of constraints
stemmed from the assessmot system, which was felt by some to encimage a
passive, reproductin style of learft and not to encowage any search for a
deeper untharstanding of whd had to be learned.

A wit* variety of teaching methods was in use, with more reported use of 'non-
tradtlionaf methods than had been the case before the introduction of the National
Certificate or, indeed, than was the case with other forms of cane Provision.
However, traditkmal *hole class' teachhig had not been abarkloned, and was set
seen to have a valid role to play by many lecturers. Lecturers were gene**
positive about the changes whth had taken Owe in teaching methods, and
welcomed the increase in the repertoke of mettods in use. There was a higher
kicklence of the use of &gnostic assessment relmted bY staff then we MO
anticipated, and the responses from the students showed that they welccumid this
use of assessment.

Several constraints on teachin were identified by teaching staff. These included:
pressures to cover the syllabus with limited tine and resixeces ainftaMe; mothde
descriptors which were ometimes felt to be too prescriptive, leavim the lecturer
Attie freedom; the ddricukfof managing buividualised learnim and the administrative
wriclead, much of ft concerned With assessment requirement% which &graded
from teaching. These constrans were sorretimes cmisktred to lead to lecturers
usim methods which they might not necessarily thbk were Ow best or most
appromkite.

Staff hakl mostto say about assessment and had some severe criticisms to make.
Theywere not, however, entirely negative about it There appeared to be a general
acceptance of the principal of cnIerbo-referenced assessment as such. This was
no bnger something whet was questioned by staff, as it kW been in ester
research on the National Certficate. Continuous assessment was also generally
held to have a mmther of advantages in ensurim coverage and helpkv students
to *ern, *though there were some doithts about whether the practice matched
the aspirators. A much wider varrety of assessment methods was ki use than had
previously been the case.

Howeing, many staff had doubts about whether contiumus assessment was
sufficient in itself, and expressed a &sire for sane form of exanination. It was
felt that ths would be a better check on whether or not the shofents had retained
the knowledge and skits they had gained and wouki help in differentiating between
students and striating students for advanced courses and/or employment The
lack of gratOR in the National Certfficate was a won? ha many staff who felt that
as a result, the more able stuftnts were demotivated by not bekig rewardedfor
their greater achievement. The standards set by the performance criteria were
thought by some to be 'minimum' standards and there was ma or no incenthre for
any student to go beyond these. The avadablity of resit assessments was also
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Staff evressed concern
about moderation.

Staff from different
saiects held a variety
of views.

There were differences
between colleges.

tholaght to lead to so= Audents `Owing the system' by attermting anassessment

before they were ready for t simply to see what would be involved, rather than
concentrating on their *yokel. There was also heavy colic:ism of the anwunt of

administration and PaPeiworkassociated with the assessment system which was

thought to &tract from teacl*g and learning.

A tether set of worries amongst the teacleng staff concerned the effectiveness

of the moderation system. Staff were not convinced that natbnal standards were

clear; that information in the auk* descrbtcrs was either sufficient or clear
enoteh to engin standards; that there was comparattllty between colleges; that

there vas enoigh cOlaboration between colleges: or that asktquate national and

regional guidance existed. There were differences between cottges on these
matters, *0 staff in some colleges behlg we positive than others. Our

speculathre explanation for Pis is that staff In colleges where there was a greater

degree of local wort, staff development ami a local moderation system, were

less conconed about these matters than others. To a large degree t is a matter
of confidence in the system, and such staff did appear to have been more

reassured than others.

However, these were not the only differences which existed between different

grows of staff. As might be expected, staff teachhg dtferent nodules did not
always respond in the same way. So it was apparent that Practical Carol Skllls
staff were gener* more favotrably disposed towards the National Certificate

than otivir grOUPs, and Maths and Ekictrorks staff were generally more negative.
PCS staff were the most likely to think that the introduction of the National
Certificate had brought about most improvement in further education; they were

more Maly to think flat it motivated students; they had a greater degree of
preference for conttuous assessment a greater degreeof belitf in the knportarce
of student-centred teaming; they were more Nicely to fate the National Certikate

as vocationally retevant and were more Rely to think that National Certificate
assessment allowed than to discriminate amongst students.

There was Wso a series of ccvisistent dffferoces between stetf in diNerent
crileges, most of whki elated to the broad areas of teaching and learning. These

inckided the extent of ude of those tinechbg methods recommenkil in the Action
Plea/National Certificate literature; the extent to which staff tbkik that student-

centred W.arnkig is occurring in practice: tiv degree of improvement brought
abcot by the National Certificate; the **me to which they are Positive about
collaboration between colleges and national and ktgional guidance; and a long list

of individual items which are detaikid In the learning and teaching chapters.

Local collaboration and Four colleges in particular stood out as being consistently more positive about the

quay assurance rrey National Certificate than others. Some of the items for which these differences

influence staff attitudes. occur gke cbes as to why this should be. We suspect that it has much to do with

the local organisation of the college% the extent of local moderation and contact

between staff, and that staff in these colleges have heel a greeter degree of
idninistrative, managerial and staff devebpment support than their colleagues in

other colleges.

it should be noted that although we checxed, we found no differences between

the perceptions of teaching staff which could beexplained by reference to the dge,

genctr or experience of the respondents.

Discussion and implications
The briefest of summaries of air findings would say that students and emcdoyers

were generally favourably clisoosed to the National Certificate but that teaching

staff had many more mftivings; that the learrOng and teaching approaches
adopted hal been welcomed; but that the one area where most concern was

expressed was the assessment system, and that that concern was exeressed
most forcibly by the teaching staff. Like al brief summaries that would be a vcss
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over-simpification but it &es set tt t. background agakist with to place air more
detaled comments.

We should also meat the proviso set out hi the introduction, namely that I is, to
scone extent, an &Oficial exercise ba separate learning, teaclim trid assessment
in the way we have done. There are cotaxatutd afferences between them, of
course, and we hope that the distinctions we have made have helped to clarify
scme of the issues involved bulb the realty ri the classroom ftlsthe Inks between
them which are of far greater importance. So atm la ew dida, we have food that
many of tie comments made by our respondents have pointed to the effects of
one area upon another. Tetching and lofts have an obvious cause and effect
relaticeship lif all is welO and discussion of one area easily skies off into the other,
but equally the assessment system has its effects on how teaching and learning
Udie place.

Learning
it was very clear that the effects of the National Certificate on learning were viewed
positively, especially by the stuftits and the employers. Al groups approved of
the Oms and aspiratiors set out in the oriOnal Action Plan document. With few
exceptions, de wklening of the content ofthe curriculum, the purposes of learning,
and the approaches to learning whth were reconmended by the Actbn Plan were
welcomed. However, as might be expected, practice was tought to fall short of
aspiration.

First of ail it must be questioned whether the National Certificate is succeeding in
pronoting the idea d /learning to Oarrit Certainly the teaching staff appear to
value tht a'an, yet they are not convinced that the National Certificate achieves it.
Also, I was apparent from the intervkiws with stixtents that very few of them had
any aye widerstarkling of the processes of Warning which they themselves had
been *Pugh. Itereftve, kw* as the Action Plan suggested that lecturers
should 'heb students to analyse their inning experiences and evaluate their own
performance', there is clearly scope for imprvement.

We must, however, confess to having doubts abort the Wei* to *filch this is
whieved at any stage of Scottish education. Arguably, non-at.v.ianced further
education is mat the place for this kind of learning to begin, ff these Ms of self-
analysis and self-evaluation are important, and if the students arriving in i*Ileges
do not possess them, then more needs to be done to promote them. But if this
is so, then the probknn shotild be acktressed much earlier, perhaps even in primary
schools.

Similarly, there were some responthints who felt that it was inappropriate to ask
some students to take responsty for thet own learning as the sbxlents wouki
not be able to cope with this. This may well be the case w4h some students, but
it should still remaki a longer term aim of toching, The wastion then is *tether
a modular framework is such as to allowfor the grmival progreaskin te such longer
term aims. The division al tht cirriciAum into rdatively short modules may act to
confine teaders to short-term ans. This, then, is not only a pralem for individual
teachers, who are faced with the prolgen of teaching students what they can in
the time available but is also a consideration for currictium planners.

A closely related danger, which demostrates the comedian between the
assessment system and student learnkig, was mentioned by some staff, and some
students. Tht was of a kind of educational 'shotttermism' vkiereby shxlents
concentrate orgy on 'storing, mat leanft. enough kdormation to actieve the next
learning outcome and do not look beyond it. The mull is a very passive form of
'barning' which was dearly not one of the aspirations of the Action Plan. It also
lessens that element of intelectual thalleige' MO some respondents valued.
Parity tits may poMttoadeficiencyinsomeleaminoutcomesjt they ask for
nO more than passive, short term storage then the students are, from their mkt
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of view, behavill in a very efficient manner b (king Iva more than is asked for.
However, it is possble that it is also an ntherent danger in any ciffriculum which

is split up into discrete units, each of which can be tackled separately.

It %mirth noting that not all students were accused cd acting kithis way. Mature

st ts and those who were thought to be `selfrnotivated' were specrically
eft,. dad from the charge. The breaking up of the curricaen into short, dtcrete
wits was also thomht to be of benefit to those stwients perceived as beim of
lesser ability, who mqght rot othirwise have achWved anything, and therefixe is

not without its positive aspects. tbwever, if we want students to do more than
attend to one timing outcome at a time, if, that is, we .srardthem to integrate their

learnbg kit° a whole, then thougtt shotdd be given af. to the ways that they might
be encotraged, am, rewarded, for so doing. it is !mobs* not enough to rely on
students fouling Or* own reward within themselves since compwatively few will

have this kind of intrinsic notivation, espechdly I they have not developed the
ability to 'analyse' and 'evaluate' their own experience .

in earlier research which we conducted (Black Hall mid Yates 1998) we found
instances where two or =re modules were packaged and taught together, so that
the sane teactilg content and context enabled students to achiew learning
outcomes ken more than one moth*. We also found that, in the view of the staff
concerni.d, this reduced probtms of remediation, the integration of Warning, and

time pressures. in the current research project we had no instances of this
happening brought to our attentbn but ll shotdd perhaps be considered by
teaching staff as one way to lessen some of tim Problems associated with what

we have called 'shorttermismt.

Empbyers had thek own commits to make on leambg. They recognised that
FE colleges had a definite role to Nay in Providing them with training,and that thia
role differed from that fulfilled by their own in.luxise training. They wanted the
Wines to suoly the 'Meg", lxit also wanted this 'theory to be relevant and
grounded in practice. The National Certificate was seen to be an imwoverneM on
previous provision in this respect A ver, few empbyers took an extreme
vocationakst view of trang, seekig It as kited to practical, handsim, threctly
jobodated leambg with no element of personal or social development for the
trainees, and had little belief in such concepts as 'transferable skills'. TI* majority

view was that, as long as the National Certificate provichx1 the immediate training
that the company required, then these things were welcome as 'a bonus'. The
Action Plan, however, was brzed on a very broad interpretattn of vocational
training, which retained a place for wider 'educationaf aims.

There was also some question about the degree of flexiblitywhich was offered to
emptyers in tailoring provision to meet their needs. There was no problem with

larger employers but there was a susrAtion that smaller employers cannot take
advantage of the ftxbility of a modular system to the sine extent It may be that
as the need to attract students increases, colleges will have to consider more
closely how they can best meet the needs of these empbyers.

Teactgng
The National Certifirate has brought about great changes in the ways that lecturers
in further ethr..atit, ,:olleges go about their teaching, and all of the groups we
interviewed wekomed the changes which had occurred, though the employers
had relatively little to say as many felt that they could not comment on what
happens in classrooms. Student-centred learning, and the teachbg tecimiques
implied by it, had become an accepted part of the landscape, though it was not
atwaYs clew if all staff were interpretkig It I* sow way. There was, however, a
clear feeling that whiNr the aims and ideals of student-centred learning were
accepted, it was not always put Into practice. Some of the reasonsfor this are
the same as those already discussed in the previots 'learning' section but there
were also various practical constraints, principally of time and resources, which
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sone staff fell were Witting theW teaching methods. Nevertheless, there had
been some success in introduckg a much withir range of teachktg methods into
normal use in further education than was weviously the case.

However, the most interestkg finals was that there were clear differences
between colleges ki the extent to which they rem using ttocring inethods
reconmended by the Act* Plan and National Certificaht ilteratike; claimed to be

mentin studett-centred leanirg; mid had positive resp.mses to a related
group of items cm teaching and leamkg. ft sowed to us fiat tor colleges in
particular stood out as beg vvy much mom poskivelydisposid than others and
that this wotid seem to be explained W the amount of admit &give a.id staff
thavelopment support wtich staff in these colleges had avail** to them. There
is an obvious message here for all colleges.

Finally, it is worth reflecting a little on our findings on diagnostic assessment.
Surprisingly large numbers of staff and stixhInts claimed to be usktg it and
students rated feedback fmm assessment as one of their favoured ways of
learning. The suggestion hem is that the National Certificate model, perhaps by
the clear focus for students mtd staff on what has to be learned and perhaps
because staff we obliged to give students several attempts to pmve their
competence, has been particularly successful in achieving the wcktintillk articulation
between teaching and assessment which was envisaged in the Action Plan.

Assessment
Since the krgest single change brought about by the introduction of the National
Certificate was to the system of assessment we were not surrxised to find that
thh was the area about which resmndents had mostto say, zuld that much of what
they said was critical. Teachtg staff, in particular, are now much more directly
' ',hived in the process of assessment and are therefore much more aware of the

is inheront in it than they were under the previous system. No system of
assessment is wrfect but in V* past teaching staff would have been much less
dkectly aware of its imperfections.

However, we must not overlook the fact that all groups saw advantages in a system
of continuous assessment, and would not wish to see them lost. If thrre are
*Ornate criticisms to be mark they must be set against this backgrotaxl.

There are four mat areas of criticism of National Certificate assessment which
were made to us. These were: the pressure which it put on teaching staff; the
effects wfth it mkt Nam on student bemire the desire for some form of
differentiation between students (usually exeressed as a desire for gralikla); and
the lack of confidence in the system of modtwatkin.

Teaching staff frequently compkited about the pressure put on them by the
assessment system. There ass a Wing aimngst some staff that top much of
their time was taken up with assessment to the detriment of their teaching but It
was less the assessment itsewhth aroused strog feeIngs than the perception
that much of theirtinm was being spenton associated paperworli and achninttration.
Any Initiative which would reduce unnecessaq record-keeping woldd be welcome
to teachirg staff.

In the learning section we have already mentioned the danger wtich some
respondents saw of the assessment system encouraging a superficial approach
to learnirg on the part of the stuckints. Certainly this was one element wNch
contrthuted to the corn= desire amongst teaching staff to see some form of
exam reintroduced to help kutil kdo stuthmts the *a that there was more to
*arning thit just stsktg &mush informationto achieve the next learning outcome.
There was aka) the telt); that an exam wouid encourage a greater degrim of
retention of knowledge and skills than they thought was the case with the National
Certifeate, and would provide the students with a challenge. It is important to note
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that what staff wanted von to discourage superficial leaning, encourage retentbn
and provide this challenge. it may hare been nattral for tikun to tltrdt of an end
exam as the *emotive to 14ftnal Certificate continuous assessment Nit k is not
the oily possthle atternative. There maywell be other ways of achievingthese aims
which are nkwe consongt with the phiosophy of Ow National Certificate.

Teaching staff mkt others also boked towards tut end exam to id:tress the third
mat area of concern - how to Merentkite between students. Norms* Mb was
expressed in terms of a desire to be able to award sone form of grade to those
students who had performed particularly well. There were two main reasons for
this &sire: the firg was to reward, and hence motivate, the 'more able' shokints
who, it was felt, were demotivated by the kr,..k of recognitbn of thek achievements
and consequently Put orty a mkrimum of effort into their work the second reason
was for purposes of sekIction, esixicially for selection on to advanced courses.

However, the re4ntroduction of an end-exam would seem to be a counter-
prodittiire suggestion, especially given the general acceritance of the IMPCIPle of
criterionnferencing and the perceived bens% of a system of continuous
assessment. Whatever s suggested to counter these criticisms shodd, as fe as
is pass**, pregrve the advantages of the Natimal Certificate and be consistent
with its phibsophy. An endof-ntoclule eum might be kiss damagkig in this respect
than an endef-mrse exam, but it may be that there are otivr alternatives whth
are preferable.

It may, for example, be possible to arrange for more sets of modules to follow the
pattern of the Communtation modules, where several moduks share essentially
the same learning outcomes, but have differentiated performance criteria, thus
abwing a ckgree of 'graft' but remaining criterion-referenced. Special 'merit'
learning outcoms and performance criteria could be written and added to
modules. There could be a greater degree of 'endon' articulation between related
modules, so that tl second mod* in a series builds on, and takes further, the
skills acquired in the first, and students are encouraged to get as far re) the series
as they can. Or, wit,* ..re context ci whole programmes of modules, special
modules colid be provided which bring together some of the key learnirg
outcomes fron the programme (which will already have been covered elsewhere),
set them in a we integrated' context, and judge attainment against more
demanding performance crlhoia. All of these are possible answers to some of the
prob*ms outlined above. Each will have its advantages and disadvantages, and
perhaps shodd be investgated further.

The fourth area where thc..e were grounds for concern was ki the perceptions of
the sYstem of moderation, especially amongst teaching staff. It was clear that
there was a widespread Wit of confidence that there were clearly understood
stark:lards which were applied consistently kr all colleges. To a large extent this
appeared to be the effect of the fact that the teachtg staff simply did not know
what was happening t other colleges, although there was akgo an element of
perceived inconsistency on tle part of some subject assessors. Fbwever, we
ttink it important that perceptions in four colleges were very much more positive
than elsewhere. This reinforced our hypothesis that adequate local support does
a great deal to enhance the confidence of teaching staff bi what they are doing.
We already know from previous work that a system of local moderation can have
substantial beneficial effects in this area (Black et al. 1988, 1989). Given that the
national Walk( assurance system does not seem to be enhancing the confidence
of the teaching staff, it might well be a worthwhik, exercise to investigate further
tie possthillty of encounging much more in the wa f of bcal moderation conducted
by the teachirg staff themselves. Of course, this *odd have resource implications
for both the colleges and the local authoritkis, but unless ft is investigated further
we 01 not know whether these would be outweighed by the benefits.
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Mothilar cttnculwn des4en ki practice
We began tlis report by &nesting that National Certificate devebpment was only
one example of a growth of interest in modular curricultrn design in recent years.
Whk the findings in tlis rtvort can only be relided directly to the delivery of
National Certificate modifts in ftrther educatico colleges it is perhaps appropriate
to conclude by speculating on what some of the broader implications of our study
might be.

Our findings on flexibility are mixed and tend to confirm earlier ay* at SCRE (Hart. FleaditY
1987) which suggests that flexbay in modular systems is pat* but is diffctit
to &Neve. The grow which spoke most about flexibility was the employers who
saw advadages in negotiatirs more appropitite courses tailored to theirneeds.
However, as we have pointal out, ttis tended to be an advantage identified for us
by large employers and seemed to be less accessiWie to small employers. Given
the pressures exerted from the abet by some industrial grime to &vise sets
of modals which are marulatory components of particular courses, the extent to
Mich fie:ability has proved to be a major advantage to industriri users d this
modular system must be in doubt.

Flexibffity was not mentiormd by students and dimmed little by teaching staff.
Weed, if anytling, these data suggest that the flexible use of the may be less
prevalent than noted in ow earlier studies. There seermd to be widespread
adherence to the recommended 40 hour tinetablim block. This is understandable
in terms of Om and resource management but ignores the fwzt that some
students may need far less time and others may need more.

However, if the real advantages of ftxibility were in doubt, the evidence on staff Styles of teaching and
and student reactions to the styles of teaching and learnirg they came to associate leaning
with modular ootrses was much more positive. There is of course no necessary
relationship between nuodularisiq the currttrium and teacMig students in

particular ways. ftwever, ki this particular case, the clear identification of
modular learnliig outcomes was associated with greater emphasis on student-
centred learnkg strategies and the use of assessment for thagnostic purposes,
and was widely welcomed by staff and students We. The emphasis on &arty
articulatet.short-term aims was also seen as benefiting sbw attakters and this
again swotted one of the fundamental arguments in favotr of modular designs.

However, it is knportant to recognise that ttas same charwteristic of tie modular Emphasis on short-ferm
design was seen to be at the root of several of the deficiencies cffed by teaching aims

staff and empbyers. Thus, as we have alieady indicated, the =Oasis en shon-
term akns was seen by some teir,Nng staff as encotraghg passive, rerroductive
styles of learthrig ante expense of developing deelier undersfandkig. It VMS seen
as makkg it more diffictd for teachers to focus on lorg-term aims such as hebing
stuthrits to take greater responsibility for their own tearnim. And employers in
particular voiced concern that the emphasis on short-term erns was less of a
challenge than that which faced students on traditional two year comes.
Ihnxighout the report, we have arined that these are not necessary features of
Natlorial Certificate delivery and that there are ways of circumventing them. But
the general point which must be made here is that the much acclaimed irtvantage
that godlier course (*sign offers cbur short-term aims for students and
teachers alike, can in practice Wad to dffficutties which are potentially serious
unless ckiaff with systInaticaty.

Overall, the availability of a catalogue of more than 2500 modules has been widely
welcomed by Scottish edtration and by klustrial users. A Programme which
began as an attempt to rationalise the irovision of accreditation for 1648 year
olds in non-advanced further educatbn has revokitiorised teaching and learning
in that sector and had substantial impacts in secondary sclools as well as offering
a flexPole vehicle for such innovattins as the accreditation of prior and work-based
learning. Any criticisms at the micro level in this report must therefore be read
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within the brad mierstandkig that rationalising and nridularisin course design
and accreditation within V* mockll sugrgted by the Action Plan has been seen
by those involved to be a substantial imp, ement on the system it was designed
to replace.
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Markin: Teaching, Learning and Assessment
A saidy of die views of students, semi impievites
1av,1v.dM Me National CenVkase
Harry Black John Hall and Susan Martin £430

Training Teachm: a pracikal guide
Margot Canseron-Jones
Thisbookletcommaranson the poetical sided training.
Solidly based tm the author's ream% and practical
experience, it presents clew guideli.-es fa being 'a
good trainer'. The aim is to help the many people who
find themselves involved in training teachers or in
hosting placement; as well as those with more fotmal
responsibility in colleges. Chapters onTraining and
Placement; Procedure:skier/eking Tmining Methods;
Appraisal of Performance; The Goat Train= we
supplement by casu-examples. This succinct and
stimulating summary will be welcomed by the many
orpnisations interesual in the placement and training
of their awa staff as well as in teacher training. £430
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Using Onestionnains in Small-scak Research
P Munn and E Drew
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providaracticaland sensalleadvice,basedonresearch
merlin, limited= looking for nillableresaks without
waste of dme or effort. The reader is guided through
whaher to use question:minx smnplinx thafling end
administering the quesdonnakc analysing dem and
bumming end resendng ranks. The bocdtlet will be
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in evaluative and investiptive work. 13.90

1989
Campaign in ate Curriculum cif Secondary &hook
A Morrison
This booklet brings together two short studies. The first
reviews research hap the effecdveness of computers as
an aid to teaching and learning. The =end highlights
the experimices of secondary =hers (mainly Science
and Social Subjects) as they developed ways of
organising their teaching to make sound use of
computers. £3.20

ProviefingforAdultr the Wows and policies qfpro riders
qf ethreasion and training
C MacDonald, K Lowden and 12 Mums
Many agencks, public and private. now compete to
attract adults to their courses. Their expaience in
recniting androviding for adult students is the subject
of this report which focuses on such questions as *How
do adult students differ fnmn youmer entrants?' 'lbw
motley beenanusged to 'stay decant'? Iodises:ming
the implications of their fumfmgs, the authors pmvide
invahuthleguidanceforpolky-malzt&providingbxlies
and teaching staff. £4.50

The Ovally of Muumuus: case-studies in the
Mama: Cent(' wie
II Mocha Hsu, S Martin and J Tates
Theammdass ofassessmems amebas makeof students'
perfonnance on National Certificate modules is vital.
The assessment system is mdical in hs use of criterion-
referencing, in the responsililities it gives to teachers
and in the demands limbs for quality control thernItre
fairness and comparable grading& This report focuses
on quality - how sound are the assessments made and
what influences quality? E.5.20

Sines in Teaching: an overview of research
M Johnstone
This booklet arose from a *she by teachers and
administenms to know 'what msearch can tell us'. It
providesasuccinasurvey of studiesonstressinteaching,
cenvinvoundikitishresearch giving the general wader
acomprehentive guideas to how stress hasbeen studied
and the conclusions mailed. £420

1988
Aduk Participation in Educadon and Training
P Main and C MacDonald
Roman educution and training me vital to sustaining
meanie growth yet little is known about the extent of
participation among the general adult population. This
hookup:Ea the findngs from a survey ofalmost 2,000
adults on their attitudes towmds returning to educed(*)
and mining. It ides/las differences betvreen faun=
and non-returners and highlights factors affecting
psticipation. The policy knplications oldie stow, are
drawn out,charer by chapter. andare then summarised
in the final charm. £4.80

Assessing Modules: staff pe,tepdwss af assessment
fivr the Nalitutal Cert4fkate

Black I Hail and I Tam
The National Certificate is one of the most impost=
developments to make use of critairn-referenced
anessinent and a modular curriculum design. NC
modules fonn thebasisof programmes ins wide variety
ci educational conteats. This mon identifies the
manses oftheprogiummeand illuminatessome of the
probkms which have had to be faced. £3.50

1987
LjpUav M School: a review qf Winne and 'cures'
M Johnstone and P Munn
A review of the Wenn= on discipline in schools
concenuadng on Bruish =ark The general reader.
teacher, education authority official, adviser or college
tutorwill find it useful in drawing together the litennute
on aspects ridiscipline which schools and teaches may
be abk to affect.

13.90 (pbk) I 16.90 (hbk)
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Modular courses became the basis of non-advanced
vocati education with the introduction of the National
C 'cate. With it, in addition to a system of teacher-based
continuous assessment, came the hope of increased flexibility
f or students and employers in building courses responsive to
their changing needs and also the desire to improve student
motivation and effective learning through increased feedback
and the use of practical, active and participatory teaching
approaches.

This study, conducted by researchers at the Scottish Council
for Research in Education, explored how the National
Certificate has worked from the perspectives of students, staff
and employers who have used the system. It found that
modules' have brought many worthwhile changes but that
there are still refinements which could be made. Separate
chapters focus on teaching, learning and assessment, leading
to a discussion of the implications which will be useful to
those planning modular courses as well as to providers,
whether based in colleges or elsewhere.

SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH IN EDUCATION


